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Parents Weekend '8 3 
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PRESIDENT 
I would like to extend my personal greeting to th(' more than 
2.000 parents and guests visiting the campus for Parents 
Weekend. I arn particularly pleasC'd to welcorn<' tlw parent!-. 
of the Class of '87 to the Ithaca College· rnrrnnunily. 
Harcourt -Records 
College History 
Parents Weekend at Jth.Ka is a celebration of the al'adcmic 
exrellenrc and tlw quality of campus life whict) define the 
unique character of this institution. Ithaca Colleg<' 1s an 
espenally vital and exciting place. offering your son or 
daughter endless opportunities to learn and grow. rhc farnl-
ty has designed a<'tivities which will demonstrate their com-
mitment not only to excellence in their respective fields. but 
also to interdisciplinary programs which combine the Collcge·s 
academic offering in ways that provide your son or daughter 
with more options and greater breadth in his or her 
undergraduate education. 
we are equally proud of the quality of life on campus. As 
a residential college, we are committed to providing a living 
enviroment that will support the academic, social and cultural 
needs of our students. The entire campus community has 
planned events that will demonstrate the broad range of social 
and cultural activities here at Ithaca. 
by Pat Tully 
Is anyone interested in doing 
some pleasure reading for a 
change from the normal 
routine? How about reading the 
story of our college, written by 
a man who helped make it all 
possible? If the history of our 
college and how ii evolved 
from being from a small mlLSiC 
school to a notable institution 
grabs you, then the purhase of 
The Ithaca College Story by Dr. 
Harcourt would be a wor· 
thwhile investment. 
Dr. Harcourt is presently an 
English professor here at 
Ithaca College, who is also 
partly responsible for making 
this school what it is today. 
Before helping establish Ithaca 
College as a liberal arts school, 
Harcourt previously taught at 
Brown University, and Cornell 
as well. However, Dr. Harcourt 
always had an intense interest 
in actively participating in the 
affairs of a smaller, still· 
developing school. In 195.3 a 
situation arose where a pro-
fessor was desperately need-
ed in the small, downtown 
campus known as Ithaca Col· 
lcgc. Still in the stages of 
becoming a liberal arts school, 
Harcourt responded to the op-
portunity and accepted the 
position. 
Upon his arrival to teach at 
the small school, the English 
department offered no major at 
all in its curriculum. It was Har· 
rnurt·s task to create an 
English major, as well as 
establish this program in the 
expanding college. While this 
was taking place, the history 
and philosophy departments 
were also In the process of be-
ing developed at Ithaca Col· 
lege.Thus the tiny camplLS was 
gradually expanding to a full-
fledged liberal arts school. 
Harcourt was pleased with 
the rapid progression of the 
downtown college, for it 
welcomed changes and 
creative minds. Unlike Univer-
sities such as Brown or Cornell 
which established their educa-
tional plan and curriculum 
years ago, Ithaca COilege was, 
and remains today a campus 
of incredible potential. 
Because of the contributions 
and dedication of minds such 
as Harcourt's, Ithaca expanded 
in the early 1960's from the 
dilapidated downtwon campus 
to the college as we know it to-
day. Thus, there was an 
emergence of a new campus 
as well as a new curriculum. 
and subtracts schools and pro-
grams of study to survive in 
the competing college market 
place. 
Once again, my warmest welcome on behalf of the COilege. 
Commitments to fluctuate 
with the changing market is the 
chief reason why Ithaca COi-
lege grew from a music school 
I sincerely hope that you and your family enjoy this Parents 
weekend and that you will have many occasions to visit the 
campus in the future. I look forward to seeing you. 
CONTINUED on pg. 9 
Sincerely, 
James J. Whalen 
WEEKEND EVENTS 
Dr. Harcourt feels that Ithaca 
COiiege is an institution that will 
weather with the bad times, 
and remain an influential 
school because of it's adap-
tability. Or, as stated by the 
professor, "I have no worries 
about this school. I don't think 
we fully realize our true poten-
tial yet." In the upcoming 
years, it is predicted that fewer 
and fewer young people will 
be attending college, because 
of financial reasons as well as 
varied social factors. Colleges 
across the nation will not be 
able to attract the necessary 
amount of students for 
economic survival, and many 
such institutions will suffer. 
But what makes Ithaca COi-
iege "exempt" from the 
pressures of time and the 
economy? According to Dr. 
Harcourt it is the flexibility of 
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OCTOBER 14 - FRIDAY 
REGISTRATION - Lobbv Dillingham Cent<', 
Please 11111te that students may pick l1p rl-q1c;trc'll1or, 
n,atenals for their parents 
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBAll VS. 
BGFFALO - South Hill Field 
ADMISSIONS OPEN HOUSE - Stop b, <1n<l 
voice your comment~ on the lth,1cd Collc.-g(· 
adm1ss1on~ proccs5 Wine and chc-e~t' \1.111 bf· 
served. Job Hall I 
DINNER - Caletena Style Campus D1111nq Hall, 
(Cash basis) Ptea~ check indlVldual d1ni111q hdll 
schedules 
OPEN SWlMMING -- Hill C~nt,•, Pool 
PL.AV - The Wall - D1lhn9han1 ( cnt,•r .,,\,1111 
Theatre (tickets requ1redl 
VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE AND SYMPHONIC 
BAND CONC:ERT - pr<•st•nted b, UH' 'x hool · t 
Mu!)1C Ford Hall Aud1tonurn 1t1cki~l\ tl'qu11,•,1 1 
AN EVENING OF GYMNASTICS AND DANCE 
Ben L,qht Gyrn H,11 Cent,·r 
OCTOBER 15 - SATURDAY 
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900300 
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9.30 11 30 
BREAKFAST - Union Dm1ng H,!11 {c.i..,t1 hc,..,1-...: 
REGISTRATION - Lobby D1lhngl1,1111 C,·rite• 
ADMISSIONS OPEN HOUSE - Stop bv ,,nd 
voice your comments on the lthacc, Cofl,·qt• 
adm1ss1ons proct-ss Coffee and Jonu\<, ...,111 tw 
available 
ITiiACA C:OLI.EGE TODAY - Demon,1<at1u,., 
d1scuss1ons. and open hou~es conduc1cd b.,. 
students. faculr/ and adm1n1str3tors of 1tlt.' Colktic 
on a wide range of subJects attuned to pdrcnl., 
interests 
this learning institution Which 11-00-1-00 HOT BUFFET LUNCH AT TliE TOWER C:LUB 
will pull it through. Unlike many Dine on the 14th floor or the West Tower for 
h h $4,50 per person plus tax and gratuity Other COileges WhiC ave a (Reservations essenuol - phone 607 274 33931 
COntro}led Vision of potential, 11 :30-1 15 PARENTS LUNCHEON - Dine with /acuity and 
Ithaca College has the ability to odmimstrotors of the College President James J 
fluctuate With the Changes in Whalen WIii ll'll!ke bnef remarks 8en lrghl 
GymnoSium (Tic~ required · parents. guest· 
the market place. Since it and non-meal plan students only ot 1h15 ewnt 
never originated with a Student! on meal plan ore requested to ellt 1n the 
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WOMEN'S VARS11" FIELD HOCK'cY VS. 
SCRANTON - Yavits Field 
VARSITY F00Tl3ALL - Ithaca Bomber,; vs 
SUNY Buffalo B1sons South Hill Field (tickets 
required) 
MEN'S VARSl1" CROSS COUNTRY VS. ST. 
LAWRENCE - f--reeman Field 
MATINEE PLAY - The Wall Dillingham 
Center. Mam Thealre (t1c:kets required) 
POST GAME COCKTAIL REC:EPTION - (cash 
bar). entertainment will be provided Terran~ 
Dining Hall. West Balcony 
DINNER - caletena style (cash bas,sJ Union dnc 
T awe rs Dining Hdlls 
COC:KTAILS AND DINNER BY RESERVATION 
-· T errnce D1rnng Hall A Soup to Nuts sit down 
dinner fcatunng a variety of entree cho1ct1~ served 
1n <l Cdndlehght atmosphere Reservations 
required please call 607 274 330 I 
SC:HOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS BANQUET -
L1m1ted to Commun1cat1ons student.-. their 
parents and the Comrnun1C.::dt1ons farulty 
AdvancP rf:"st>rvat1ons required through School of 
Commun1c;it1ons Sht•raton Inn 
PLAY - The Wall Ddhngham Center M.,in 
Theatrt (tlcke~ required) 
JAZZ WORKSHOP AMO-WIND ENSEMBLE. 
CONC:ERT - Presented by the School of Music. 
Ford Hc1II Auditorium (tlckels required) 
PARENTS WEEKEND DANC:E - Featurin~ 
entertammenl and dance musJC Ben Light 
Gymnasium (ca'lh bar available) 
OCTOBER 16 - SONDAY 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES - I schedule v,nll Ix: 
posted at reg1strat1on) 
BRUNCH - All dining halls check 1ndn1tdual 
d1mng hall schedules (Ockets required) 
HILI..EL BAGEL BRUNC:H - Union Crossronds 
CHORUS AND CONCERT BAND 
PERFORMANCE - Ford Holl Aud1tonum 
"master plan" of it's cur· dining hall, to ense the crowded noonllme d1mng 
Situation.) riculum, Ithaca COilege adds .. _____________________________ .. 
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FROM OUR POINT OF VIEW 
Parents weekend: A time for the family to be 
together again; a chance to relax for a few days from 
the pressure of academics. Or is it more then a few 
free meals and a chance to go shopping with Mom 
and Dad? Parents weekend is a time for remem-
brance, a time for togetherness. and a time for 
relaxation. 
Parents Weekend on the Ithaca College campus 
offers something for everyone. Whether you choose 
to take in a lecture from the admissions office, 
watch football, soccer or any of the other sporting 
events that are taking place; sit and watch a drama 
production or dance exhibit or just relax by looking 
at the boats on Cayuga Lake, there are events for 
everyone's participation. The college community 
is alive with activity, and the downtown merchants 
have planned special events for this weekend. 
Ithaca is brimming with excitement, and full of ac-
tivities to partake in. · 
we all view Parents Weekend in many different 
ways. For the majority of students here at Ithaca 
College. it is a chance for the family to make the 
drive to Ithaca, instead of the students making the 
drive home. For a portion of the college communi-
ty it may be the only time to be together as a fami-
ly until Thanksgiving; and for a small percentage 
of students it is a time to find out who their true 
NEW DORM 
SET TO OPEN 
The latest addition to the 
residential setting of Ithaca Col-
lege. the new dorm on the Up-
per Quad, is scheduled to open 
on Saturday October 29th. This 
100 bed, 2 story structure 
has been completed right 
on schedule. 
portunity to have bunk beds to 
help with room sp_ace. 
Several new features have 
been incorporated into this 
structure, including: four 
lounges instead of the usual 
two study lounges, one 
T.\'./recreational lounge and a 
kitchen facility with eat-in 
capabilities. The dorm will also 
include an elevator, and will be 
totally accessible to the han-
dicapped. Other features in-
clude vending and laundry 
facilities, and exterior lighting 
to help make the dorm a 
definite part of the Upper Quad. 
friends arc since they have been left as orphans 
for the weekend. 
To look at Parents Weekend as though it is a 
chance to go out to dinner with the family and ob-
tain a weeks worth of groceries for the room would 
seem to be looking at Parents Weekend through 
glazed eyes. To be a student at Ithaca College is 
to enjoy the beauty of the setting in which we live. 
Most of those who are visiting have never had the 
chance to see this beauty. Take a drive to Butter-
milk or Treman Park, stroll on the lake shote, or 
even dance the night away by taking a trip to the 
North Forty. 
In a setting away from our family homes, a mood 
of relaxation is set. Take this as an opportunity to 
have a long talk \Vith the other members of the f ami-
ly. Use this as a time to be together with the family 
instead of an opportunity to squabble over the 
,heckbook balance. 
On this Parents Weekend 1983, do not use the time 
as an excuse for a few good dinners and a grand 
shopping spree. Use the time to introduce the family 
to Ithaca. Take the time to enjoy being together as 
a family, away from the home setting. Ithaca is 
beautiful this time of year, enjoy it, and have a hap-
py and productive Parents weekend. · 
Seniors 
This weekend the senior class 
officers will be giving out car-
nations to all senior parents at 
the football game. The flowers 
will be at a table at the en-
trance of the game next to the 
ticket booth. Make sure your 
parents stop by! 
There will also be a post-
game party from 4- 5:30 in the 
lobby of Ford Hall for ,Ill 
seniors and their parents. 
There will be a cash bar and 
food- don't miss out! 
After the final cosmetic 
touches are complete. four 
residential assistants and a 
head resident will help the one 
hundred students with the task 
of moving in and setting up 
residence. These students, 
taken almost entirely from 
lounges and temporary hous-
ing on campus will be the first 
group of students to occupy 
this quad. The rooms are fur-
nished similiar to the other 
rooms in the upper quads, but 
each resident will have the op-
Although the construction of 
the New Quad (the official 
name at this point) will not 
totally allieviate the problem of 
over-crowded housing on cam-
pus, it is certainly a step in the 
"~ou SENto~ 'SeG cso WEU... ... It 
Also. a reminder, senior 
slickers are here. A senior 
sticker is placed on the back of 
your ID. you're given a list of 
various discounts downtown. 
and they are good for the rest 
of the year with more dis-
counts on the way. The 
stickers will be on sale Tues .. 
Wed., and Thurs. next week. College Press Service 
right direction. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF 
INTEREST 
Wine and 
Cheese 
,\ wine and cheese- featuring 
a jazz quartet- in the 
crossroads/Buffer Lounge of 
Egbert Union on Saturday, Oc-
tober 15 (Parent's Weekend), 
4-7pm. Parents and students 
cordially invited. Sponsored by 
S.:\.B. ·s Fine Arts Committee. 
Career Planning 
Orchestra 
Fellowships 
The American Symphony Or-
chestra League is seeking 
qualified candidates for its Or-
chestra Management 
Fellowship Program. This 12 
month. on-the-job training pro-
gram is individually tailored to 
provide the maximum educa-
tional experience possible. Ap-
~-----------t plications are due November 
Pre-law 14, 1983. For more information contact Office of career Plann-
ing and Placement. 
Students interested in legal Legislative Internships 
careers s~ou!d app1y for A.F.S.C.M.E. of Albany, New 
r~c~bersh 1P 1~ t~e pre-law York is soliciting applications 
soc_iety .. Apphcations, are for their annual Legislative In-
available m the 11&5 Dean s Of- ternship Program. Three intern-
r,c:', Muller 206· ships are available for the 
c_~rr~nt members of th~ period .January through June. 
~ouet} should updat~ their 1984. A 5550.00 monthly sti-
me~bershop by dropping off pend is paid. Application 
their current local addr~ss and deadline is November is, I983. 
telep,hone_ number m the For complete information visit 
Dean s Office, Muller 206. the Office of career Planning 
and Placement. 
Cancer .Society· Unique Employment 
For parents weekend Witty Dit- Opportunity 
ty Singing Telegrams will be Control Electronics Inc. Le.; look-
donating two dollars toward ing for computer ~cience 
the American Cancer Society students interested in part-time 
for any telegram that is ordered income from consulting and 
this weekend. The American selling small computers to local 
Cancer Society is hoping that business people. For complete 
parents will buy telegrams for information visit Office of 
their children attending Ithaca Career Planning and 
College. Steve Harris, pro- Placement. 
pnetor will be stationed at a 
table on the campus grounds 
on Saturday. For more informa-
11on call Steve at 272-4795. 
Senate Assistants 
Program 
Applications for the 1984 New 
Volunteers 
Needed 
Business 
·1 HE ITHAC:\ COLI.EGE 
SCHOOL or BljS11'ESS IS AC-
CEPTING Al'l'UCATIONS FOH 
School of Bw,mt·ss 1s <1ff<·p-
ti11g applicc111011s for peer .id-
,·,sc>r<;. .-\pplic,it1ons .irt· 
.i\·c1il<1blt· ScpH·rnl)('r 2h .it 
l:gl)('rt L;nion lnformc11ion Dc·sk 
or ttw front Desk ot tlw 
Business School. Sul>rnn .ip-
phrations by October 14 to Joy 
Stanton of Busmess School. 
United Way 
!'here are a number of very TRANSFER. Frosh may not 
fine placements available in apply until their second 
the human service field, such semester. While each case is 
as; Youth Bureau one to on~ considered on an individual 
Program is looking for students basis. applicants who have: I) 
to provide friendship and com- a cumulative average of 2.5 or 
panionship to youngsters. · above, and 2) have completed 
Campfire needs program math courses (13-105. 1081. 
assistants and club leaders for economics courses (06-121,1221. 
after school programs. a writing course (77-). natural or 
Hospicare needs students to applied science roursc(S) will 
work with terminally ill clients receive the strongest con- Balloon Launch for United 
and families. Training and siderallon. Applications are Way-Half time foothall game. 
supervision provided. available in the school of S.75 donation- Win a pnze 1f 
Special Childrens Center needs Business office on the 4th your balloon goes the furthest. 
classroom assistants for floor, of the New Academic Tables in U11ion Oct II-14th. 
preschool handicapped Building. Deadline for corn- "Cheese Please"-\\'mc and 
children. pleted transfer applications is Cheese-with Jazz Entertam-
Homes Inc. needs help with October 21..,, 1983. mrnt. All art' welcome-
developmentally disabled i,c;:,:===========--====~urday Oct rs. 4:00 to 
~~u\~iiu~<~~~i~~kills and shar- S.A.B. 7:00pn~-- _____________________ _ 
Mental Health Association Wanted: Cars and Drivers for Speakers 
needs help organizing a guide the SAB TRA \'EL COMMIT-
to area psychotherapists, TEE. No car needed if 21 or SAB speakers conunittcc will 
writing grant proposals. over. Inquire in the SAB office sponser Dr. Craig Lambert's 
newsletters and public rela- - 3rd floor of the Egbert Union. presentation "The Macho 
lions. Good for writing Will pay gas and mileage. Mystique -- Sex Holes in Advcr-
students. 1----------------1 rising" on Tuesrtay. October 
C 11 18th at 8 pm in Ford Hall. :\d-Belle Sherman Elementary O ege mission is S2.00. 
School needs tutors as well as 
aid in academic enrichment for Republicans \1ary \tc:\na11y. pcwt and 
K-5 students. political activist from Tulsa. 
College Republicans will tw OK. will give a reading at 
Northeast Elementary School holding a meeting on Tues. Smedlt·y·s Bookshop. Tues .. 
needs help with after school Oct. 18 at 7:00 pm in the Oct. 18, 8 p.m. Sponsored by 
recreation. crafts and sports. DeMott Room (bottom floor the Ithaca Community Poets. 
Please see Elaine Leeder in of the union). All members 
'1 II 33 II t lthaca, NY -- William A. Hunter. 
,, u er 4 or ca me a and prospective members 
------
274-3311. 
Dance 
are encouraged to attend. president and owner of Hunter 
For further info. call Chuck Broadca'iting Inc. in Burlington. York Senate Assistant Program ------------4 
are currently being solicited. 
There are 61 positions available 
for January 4-May 18, 1984. Ap-
plication deadline is October 21, 
1983. For more information and 
an application visit career Plan-
Student 
Government 
at 277_2414_ VT, and Douglas P. and Judith 1--------------0 "-1. Brush, partners in the inter-
:\n evening of Dance and Gym-
nastics in the Ben Light Gym 
on Oct. 14th at 9:00 pm. Free. 
Wine and cheese reception 
following. ning and Placement. 
l===S=tu=d=e=n=t=F=o=c=u=s=~ Retail Seminar 
Anyone interested in being 
either an off campus represen-
tative to Student Congress or 
on the off campus Student 
Association, please contact 
Mark Komer in the Student 
Government office at 274-3377. 
S.T.A.N.D. 
ST AND (Students and 
Teachers Aligned for Nuclear 
Disarmament) meeting Oct. 17 
(Monday) in the chapel, 7:30. 
All Welcome. 1----------------The Jordan Marsh company WANTED: Creative and will conduct an information 
dynami<. men and women to seminar on careers In Retailing l=====-========l 
contribute journalist talents to at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Oc- Stilhvater Seniors 
the Student Focus, an IC Stu- tober 19th. This will be held in 
dent Government publication. Gannett 111. This seminar is 
Contact Dawn Sciarrino al open to all I.C. students. It is 
x3377 or at the ICSG office. 3rd considered mandatory for 
noor Egbert Union. students interviewing with Jor-
1---~---------1 dan Marsh this year. Sign-up at 
Career Planning and 
Placement. 
Stillwater, the literary 
magazine of Ithaca College 
students, is currently looking 
for submissions of short 
stories, poetry, drawings, and 
black and shite photographs 
for the Fall 1983 issue. The 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
Don't be lost after graduation, 
get your picture in the year-
book. Sign up in the union un-
til Oct. 14 or call 277-4079 or 
273-0583. Peer 
Recruiting deadline for submissions is OC- Last years Yearbooks ('82-'83) Career Workshops tober 17· 1983· and all works are still available for S15.oo. For 
Peer recruiting is an opportuni- should include the author's information on how to get one 
nationally recognized manage-
ment consultant and market 
firm. D/J Brush Assonates. will 
speak at the Ithaca College 
School of Communications 
banquet on Oct. 15 at the 
Ramada Inn. 
,-------------------
Open 
Mike 
Night 
October 19-"The first Open 
Mike Night" 8:30pm in the 
Crossroads. 
Anyone wanting to perform 
please contact D.J. Doran at 
SAB Office phone no. 
274-3383. 
October 21st-"Cloud Nine" 
Disco Nile in the Crossroads. 
---·-- ----------- --ty for Ithaca College students RESUME name, address and phone call 277-4079 or 273-0583. 
to visit local high schools over DEVELOPMENT number. Submission should be I-------------- Open 
th h I'd ct h th . placed in the Stillwater box, House e O I ays an s are eir October 19th . Memor 1· al located in the Writing and thoughts about J.C. to prospec- 1:30-2:30, Gannett Ill 
t. ct t A ·n Reading Center, room 126 of Ithaca, NY -- Ithaca College will 1ve stu en s. nyone 1 - Sign-up at career Planning 
terested in participating in this the Gannett Center. Ithaca, N.Y.--lthaca College will unveil its new campuswide 
program, there will be a MAN- Stillwater is published twice hold a memorial service· for computer network at an open 
DATORY organizational CAREER a year, in the fall and spring, Isadore "Doe"Yavits, pro- house on Saturday, Oct. 15. 
meeting on Wednesday, Oc- EXPLORATION and is a non-profit publication fessor emeritus and former Demonstrations of the network 
tober 19th at s pm in Textor 101. Begins October 18th funded by the Ithaca College coach, on Friday, October 14 at and instructional computing 
F rth t. hould be b R School of the Humanities, and 4 !J. m. in Muller Chapel. The applications will begin at 9 am u er ques ions. s 3:30 p.m., Jo oom 
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BRIEFS/LETTERS 
Student responds to articles 
To the Editors: 
Th<'re arc lwo artides !hat 
appeared in the Ithacan of Oct. 
n that I woulct like to respond 
to: Andrew Levin's "Civil 
Disobedience East and West." 
and "\1ctamorphosis of a Stu-
dent". by Charles \Veiner. 
In the first article, Mr. Levin 
opens with an accurate obser-
vation of free speech and ns 
role in a society, "whether or 
not one agrees with the many 
groups that stage the massive 
protest gatherings 1s of no im-
portance. Freedom of expres-
sion is vital to a dernocralic 
society." 
But attacking the Sovil"t 
system of justice by a direct 
comparison to the U.S. is not 
being rnmplctely fair to the 
facts. The Hussain peoplf· 
have had authoritarian reginws 
for hundreds of years whcwas 
we have ii tradition of 
clcmonacy. ·r lw communist 
government ttwy curwntly 
have is. in some rcspc·c1s. 
nwrt'ly a facadt' O\'Cr the s,m1<· 
tzarist traditions ol tlw pdSI. 
\'1t'w<·d from this ,·.intc1g<· 
point. a mow mformcd opinion 
ol Sovi<·t society can l)(' 111<1dt·. 
No, tht·y do not hil\'(' th<' 
lrt·(·doms or gu,1r,111tl'<'d nghls 
ot t ·.s. < i1i1.t·ns. l>ut IIH'y hd\'(' 
m<1kc .,,gnil l(',lfll ,Hh·ann·s 
m <·1 p,l'>t gcnna1io11s. p,ir-
11< ul,HI\' in IIH' cH<'cl of li\'lllg 
',ldriddrds. 
Lookm~\ < rl!H ally ,lt ilw 
SO\'ll't '>yst<·m 1s d valu<1l>I<· 
study. l>ut it sl1ould not lw l6-
<·<l as ii m<"ans of diVC'rllllg .it-
wnuon from problem'> ol 1hc 
:\rncncan system. 
1.1·v1n asserts 1hat 
.. :\mericans receive leguimate 
trials and are innocent until pro-
ven guilty." For the most part 
this is probably true. hut we 
cannot forget some landmark 
cases which illustrate serious 
lapses. o( American justice. 
The Chicago Sc•vc~n. Julius and 
Ethel Hosenberg. and the 
McCarthy purges cannot be 
forgotten. So, in order to insur<' 
that our judicial system re-
mains worthy of boasting, for 
those who want to. we must 
always keep a critical eye on 
the processes so that they may 
not be takt·n for granted and 
ahused. 
This has cr('atcd the largest The only positive thmg that the economy). These policies 
ddicits in American history. has happened since the 1980 actually should have pushed 
This (Hepublican) deht can on- elections, the reduction of inna- inflation upward in the short 
ly have upward pressure on lion, wa<, not even mentioned run (too many dollars chasing 
the interest rates ~Ir. Weiner by Mr. Weiner.. Even so, I argue too few goods). But what hap-
complains about. and an that inflation. and the other pened? we dove into a severe 
adverse effect on the growth economic problems mention-' recession! Why? No one is 
economy he wants so badly. ed. cannot be effectively con- quite sure. 
Third, he gripes about "one trolled by our elected officials. I argue that those who are 
of the highest unemployment Observe: when Reagan held accountable for the na-
percentages of all time" which entered the White House, he tion·s economic state ( both 
.James Carter has blessed our embarked on an economic Democrats and Republicans) 
country with. Open a policy that should have great- have no real control over the 
newspaper. Mr. Weiner! ly spurred the economy up- economy. If anyone can exer-
Unemployment has risen ward (tax cuts put money in cise control, it is the huge cor-
drastically since Mr. Reagan people's pockets. large porations that dominate our 
came into office (whether it government spending put nation. 
was his doing or not). huge amounts of money into See RESPONSE p. 10 
rn "Metamorphasis of a Stu-
<knt". Charles Weiner seems 
to be criticizing the Democrats 
and offering support for the 
Hcagan Hepublicans and their 
recent achievements. He is 
critical of the treatment of 
several areas of our political 
economy: financial security· 
and strong defense (which the 
Democrats did not provide). He 
believes that thr Hepuhlicans 
have started to alleviate thosr · 
prol>l<·ms. I do not agre<'. 
,- -------------
Capt'n Crunch Extra-vaganza 
First. Mr. Wc111cr wants to 
"liw· in a country with financial 
s<·curity and a strong clefense." 
Those two. I argur. cannot ex-
1st simultaneously. :\n 
<'ronorny geared towarcl 
milit,H\' sp('nding twhich 
H('agan has started) is dcstin-
<·d to failur<·. Military s1wn<ling 
is <·ss<·ntially non-produi·t1vc·. 
SOUTH 13E:,.JD,IN (CPS)--What 
started as an absurdist cam-
paign promise during last 
spring·s class elections has 
materialize<! into c1 week-long 
"Capt'n Crunch" <·xtra-vaganza 
at thl' l!nivcrsity of Notr<' 
Daml'. wh<"rt' studc·nts will 
gorge thc·mscl\·<·s on ccwal. go 
on tr<·asure hunts, <1ntl tlr<"'>S 
up in <·ostunw for til(' m1d-
Octolwr <·,·<·nt. 
"It all startc·tl Olli as a way to 
gel att('ntion during th<· stuclcnt 
c!('rtion'> !,1st '>pring ... c·xpl.iins 
I.<·<· Broussard. '>Ophornol<' 
clc1ss prcsi<lcnt. 
".\s J)drt ol Ill)' plc1tlor111. I 
pro1111sc•(I the sopl10morc class 
.i Capt'n Crunch party." lw 
con1inucs. "But wht·n I got 
<'i<·cwd. l l)('gan thmking about 
I luge arnounls of capital aw 111-
\'t'Sl<'d in ol>j<'< ts wh1rh hwrtll-
ly sit i<II<· If tllis cc1pital wt·w 111-
,.< . ..,t,·<111110 produ< 1h·<·. or mi-
lt·, Ii\'(' program..,, tlw cc onomy ' 
\\'OUl<I rt'il[l continuous 
l>cnclll'>. .\nd c1 strong 
<Tonomy. I would argue. will 
<·,·<·ntu<lll\' lH:com<· a t11ghcr 
priority than military muscle 
f('\'(•n IIH' SO\'ll'IS d.iim !heir 
nurnl)('r one goal 1s to catch 
1 how much it would rnst to 
lc·<·d Capt'n CrunC'h to 1,00 
people." and surpass the l'.S 
crnnomically1. 
Next. Mr. Weiner has 
"witnessed high taxes (and) 
runaway spending under the 
'Democratic majority"'. What 
do we have now? Lower taxes 
· and even higher spending. 
So Broussard wrote a letter 
to Quaker Oats--makers of 
Capl'n Crunch--asking them to 
donate the cereal as a public 
relations gesture. 
"They got back in touch with 
me and thought it was a good 
idea, and wanted to make it in-
to a wholl' week of cvcr1ts th<lt 
tht~y would sponsor. .. he says. 
Indeed. Quakc·r is s1.wnding 
over 560.00 on the October 
17-21 evcnl. which will include 
SUC'h prtZl'S els 10 <'XpCllS("S-
paid trips to Florida. \'id<"o 
rassl'ttl' rc·c·ortlcrs. ti('k<'ls 10 
loothall and l>ask<·tl>all gc1nws. 
and I-shirts. 
"W<·'JI hm·c .mo 11·.ims of 
t1\·c pcopl<· each 111 tlw <.ap1·11 
C1unC'h c.iting cont,·st." 
Broussard s.iys. 
.. , think it's gw,11." <;il\'s Bri,111 
Call.ighan. S!Ud('II! go\'Cnllll('llf 
pH'sidcnt. "P<·oplc· aw talking 
aliout it .ill o\'cr. just wonder-
ing what kinds of tlungs elf<' go-
ing to happen." 
Callaghan says ~otn· Damt· 
is no strangn to "lllin<lless" 
C'\'Cnts such as the Capt'n 
Crunch activities. 
"We have mud fights every 
spring where something like 70 
people just go out and wallow 
in the mud for an afternoon, 
and we sponsor an annual 
event called 'Hercss· where 
we have tricycle races ~md 
linger painting rontcsts," he 
says. 
:'l:ot all off-the-wall cam-
paigns invol\'ing name brand 
produC"ts work at all schools. 
howc,·cr. 
.\ l 1nivers11y ol Tenn<·ss<·,· 
cnginl'ering sophomore has 
dedicated himself to con\'inc-
111g thl' M&I\I \tars Candy Com-
p,my 10 bring !Jack f<'d \l&Ms. 
wluch it disco111inu<'d usmg 111 
tlmi lJ<'caw,c of a study linking 
wd dy<' No. 2 to ranc<'r 
But his < arnpaign so tar has 
lwcn unSUC'Cesslul. 
"Fvcr sim·<· w(· stopp<"d 
rll<lklng tlw red M&~t!>, WC'\'(' 
lwen r<·st·ard1ing and cht'ckrng 
oth<'r dyes we rnuld ust· ... 
s,1)'~ .Jim Cundiff, spokesman 
for :\·tars Candy. 
"But we just havcr1't- found 
any that meet Ol!r sranclards. 
and despite the student's 
claims that the red ones taste 
better (all colors taste the 
same), we have no plans to 
reintroduce them." 
Draft Talk 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-- America." 
Giving credence to their earlier The draft proposal also 1s 
fears that forced Seleclive Ser- garnering more attention than 
vice military registration would previous ones bl"cause Holl-
lead eventually to reinstate- ings is one of the rnntendcrs 
rnent of the draft itself. studmt for the Democratic presidential 
and anti-draft groups are voic- nomination. adds Kathy Ozer. 
ing growing concern over Sen. legislative liaison for the U.S. 
Ernest Hollings· (D-SC) new Student Association (USS:\). 
proposal to establish a Hollings proposes that all 
peacetnne draft. rnt"n aged 18-to-24 serve at 
"There's sornr debate over least two years in the armed 
how seriously to take this pro- forces. 
pos,ll because every year so- Currently-enrolled colleg<' 
mcone seems fo come up with students would be allowed to 
legislation to re-implement the finish one semester of study 
draft," says Alice Bell of the between the time they were 
Committee Against Registra- drafted and the time they 
lion and the Draft (CARD). ~uld be inducted. while 
"But there does seem to be seniors ,vould get one year to 
more interest this time graduate before beginning to 
around," she adds, "particular- serve. 
ly with the U.S. having troops Hollings introduced the bill 
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THE ITHACAN 5 
Cold Clinic Offers Relief 
by Barbara A. Richard 
· 'Thursday - sunny and 
warm. clear skies in the high 
60's with the outlook for the 
weekend cold, cloudy with 
temperatures in ihe low 20·s 
and an 85 percent chance or 
snow" would probably not sur-
prise any person who has 
spent at lt>,ast a week in Ithaca. 
The effects of the forever 
changing climates can be 
observed with the echoes of 
sneezing ancl sniffling on South 
c Hill by sufferers of th(' mm-~ mon cold. ~ 
~ 
C 
C 
e 
e 
°B 
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The fall i.<; the prime target for 
the dreaded common cold to 
show its race. Practically 
everyone is a victim at one 
Clinic "It is a ronv('mencc to 
the students." stated Or. 
Macaulay. director or the Ham-
mond Health Center. "No 
longer will classes he missed 
- now they can come here on 
their own time without waiting 
around." 
The Cold Clinic i.s located in 
the lobby of the health center 
and rnnsists or seven basic. 
self explanatory sta11ons. Ttw 
first step requires orw to fill out 
a syrnptoms check list. There 
arc questions rcgardmg bo<I y. 
throat. chest and hcdcl syrnp-
t oms which should lw 
answered while going through 
each section. ,\ list is post<·d at 
the second station stating 
symptoms for whi< h a 1wr-;on 
should tw examined to help 
allicviatc the problem hdow it 
gets worse. :-.!ext ther(' is an 
electronic digital 1h1~rmomctcr 
wh<'ft' a student can examuw 
his tcmpC'raturc amt rcrnrd 11 
on tht· self care quest1onairt·. 
After that. orn· should t·xaminc 
th<· throat for whit<' spots. For 
.ill of these sti:ll1om, there c1rc 
sunple <lircnions and cvt·n 
di,igrams to assist the stuclt·111 
nw whole pron·ss 1s \'t'r\· 
<'asy an<! twlpful. 
S<·ction fw<· <lt'srntws th!' 
tr!'atments for tlw c omrnon 
rnl<I. Basically. th<'y inC'lud<·· 
gt'tting plenty of rest: dnnhing 
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"' Cold ainic Offers sett-care cold sufferers - a self care Cold 
Elects Off ice rs Escape From the Beer Suckers 
By Lynn Haloburdo twC'n lacking tor tlw most (lclrt. 
Tough rules and liquor bans spread nationwide 
On Thursday. October ts tht' consequently. Sit'\'<'. l.lz. lcn-
following officers were elected ny. and Lynn arc going to .ii· 
to the Oracle Society: Presi- tempt to change thi:lt attnu<lt'. 
dent. Stephen Archibald: Vice This change is all going to 
President. Elizabeth Goldfeder: begin with the first major 
secretary, Lynn Haloburdo: orgarnzational meeting. which 
and Treasurer. Jennifer Olsen .• will be held on Monday, Oc· 
by David Gaede 
1Cl'S)--This fall's experiments 
in clamping down on student 
clrinking-- experiments per-
torrned almost simultaneously 
hv a huge number of schools 
11ow--have inspired a series of 
tough new rules on student 
twhavior, but an initial check 
with colleges across the coun-
try indicates students are will-
mgly adapting to their dr I er 
campuses. 
"We didn't have the 'beer 
suckers· that have always 
Ileen around before," Mike 
l<·well, a member of the 
university of Kentucky's Phi 
Delta Theta house. observes 
gratefully. His house and all the 
other Kentucky fraternities 
agreed to hold dry rushes for 
the first time ever this fall. _ 
Bar owners near the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma campus ar-
ranged to accomodate a crowd 
of 5000 students at a rally to 
protest the state's new 21-year-
old legal drinking age law. but 
only 150 students showed up. 
Dry rushes and parties 
elsewhrre unfolded without 
rnntroversy. "I think (the 
fraternities) are finding it brings 
good results, and keeps the 
people away who only come 
for the free beer anyway," 
observes Jonathan Brant, head 
of the National tnterfraternity 
Conference. 
It also shows "that frater-
nities are something besides 
beer busts, "he adds. 
Not all student groups arc 
happy about the way schools 
are going about controlling stu-
dent drinking, however. 
"We're all for controlling 
drinking, says Bob Bingaman, 
head of the Stale Student 
Association in Washington, 
D.C., which cooridinates state 
student activities around the 
nation and also helped Kansas 
and Georgia students ward off 
drinking age bikes last spring. 
ble ,,.nough to sensitize 
themselves without having 
legislatures making decisions 
for them." he argues. 
Both legislatures and school 
administrators are making 
those decisions less. and at an 
increasing pace over the last 
year. 
At ·Loyola college of 
Maryland. students must now 
don special wrist bands to get 
liquor at campus parties. 
Students caught violating the 
new policy--by giving a wrist 
band to an under-aged drinker. 
for example--can be kicked out 
of housing. 
Maryland. Oklahoma. When the University of 
Arizona State, Alabama. Maryland's under-aged popula· 
Virginia, St. Bonaventure and tion "plummeted from only 25 
many others have simply · percent of the (student body) 
banned drinking on at least to over 60 percent this year. 
parts of their campuses. Frater- we just decided to put an end 
nities like those at Kentucky to all drinking on camps, rather 
and North Dakota State volun- than try to deal with all the en-
tarily have begun dry rushes forcement problems," reports 
and special alcohol-free sandy Neverett, the assistant 
activities. resident life director. 
The Manor Society of Oracle tobcr 10. at 8pm. in Tt·xtor 101.. 
is an academic honor society Events 10 l>e discussed in-
devoted to recognizing elude the uprnming lncluction 
students who have excelled ceremony on Tu('sday. 
during their freshman year· November 8. at 8pm in Muller 
Although inductions take place ( h I h ~ ape. At t e ceremony. 
at the beginning of the can- sohpomores who fin.shed in 
dictates· second or thi rd the top ten percent of !heir 
semester, membership re- freshman year will be initiated 
mains active throughout their along with three elected facul-
cillege careers: at leaSI it 1y members. In addition. plan!> 
should in theory. for establishing Publicity, Fund 
Over the past years. Omrle Raising. Activities. and 
SOciety has been a relatively Speakers Commillees will be 
passive organization. The cf- implemented. And ('\'ents 
forts of officers have been ranging from the annual 1cc 
·commendable , but unfor- cream bash to a Spring formal 
lunately group motivation has will hr discussed. 
WHEN YOU CAN HAVEWHATEVERYOUWANT. 
Ma~eyour 
room an 
Oasis: 
THE 
avtEGA SEAMASTER. 
A handsome .tmon to the 5emwttt collection, this rugged 
Omtp iswaer-nsisQnt to 100 feet. A~ in all-yellow, two-
tone or in ul-stainless stttl. Precise Swiss quartz accuracy. 
Minl!ralayml. 
Two-tone (shown): His: $650.00 Hers: SSS0.00 
Stainless stl!c!I: His: $495.00 Hers: MS0.00 
AD-yellow: His: S750.00 Hers: $650.00 
J#f,A, 
QaalayJcwderi l5J die C • Pl 
.._, N.Y. 
ns.uri. 
.---------• Tropical Plunt, mdudmg one, f11r lo\\-l1J,!h1 ,llc".T'- I WEEKEND SPECIAL I 
• Frc!,h. Silk ~ Dried Flem n-. I Sweetheart Roses I 
• ?J.~ndrc~!, of B11:~kct!, S4.99 per half-dozen I 
.. 11 iCki..>!' ( buir!t. lubk!oo. lkudhounb. I I 
Hamper!, ...11 aitordabk 1,nc·c .._ I Coupon must be presented 
• )laucbstick Blind, --------- I 
• Straw ffu~!'> 
• )I u~s • ~lirror!oo 
• Pillow!'> 
• PLANTATION ~ - 1= . 
; 114lthaca Commons•273-7231 
~~ ® Thurs., Fri. till 9 p.m.•Sunday 11-4 
..... 
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Liberal ___ Art~ 
Diverse Backrounds in Demand 
by Mike Fermen 
As our world becomes in-
neasingl y dominated by 
technology, one might mfer 
that the employment oppur-
t uni t1es for liberal-arts 
graduates arc bleak. However. 
recent evidence from the Col-
lege Placement Council in-
dicates that huma!)ities was 
the only curriculum which pro-
duced more job offers. which 
were up to 7.6 percent this past 
academic year than the 
previous one. Many Corporate 
institutions are recognizing the 
value of individuals with 
broad-based backrounds and 
arc hiring them for a variety of 
positions. including computer 
operators. handling employee 
relations and management 
trainees. 
Liberal arts graduates arc 
comparatively cheaper labor 
than business or technical 
graduates. The average star-
ting salary for liberal arts 
graduates is 516.500 whereas 
accounting and engineering 
command average starting 
salaries of 518,780 and 527,000 
respectively. A recent issue of 
U.S.A. Today cited that at 
American Telephone and 
Telegraph "humanities and 
liberal arts graduates perform-
ed better overall and were in-
ITHACAB 
Airport: S7/one;S6/ea. add'I. 
Greyhound: SJ.SO ea. 
533-4447 
Earn $500 or more each school 
year. Flexible hours. Monthly 
payment for placing posters on 
campus. Bonus based on 
results. Prizes awarded as well. 
800-526-0883. 
itially promoted faster." Fur-
thermore they "had motivation 
for advancement similar to 
business school graduates. 
AT&T found that their ability to 
accept change and their flex-
ibility were the fundamental 
qualities which contribu1ed IO 
their success. An examination 
of the General Electric Corpora-
tion revealed that 25 percent of 
the 1500 empluyces it hac; 
recruited over the past 15 years 
had degrees in non-technical 
fields. 
A liberal arts edurntion has 
generally been dismissed a'> 
being impractical and non-
marketable. Ned Waterbury, 
Asst. Director of the Ithaca COi-
iege Career Planning Office 
feels that this idea is 
"somewhat naive and irra-
tional." He suggests that it is 
implemented and largely man-
tained by the media. II should 
be noted that the overwhelm-
ing demand in the job market 
is for business and technical 
graduates. The majority of 
Ithaca College recruiters are 
still primarily interested in 
students with specialized 
degrees such as. accounting, 
marketing and finance. 
Ithaca College is unique in its 
concept of interdisciplinary 
curriculum. which requires 
students to take liberal arts 
careers in addition to their 
spt'cific majors. Dean Oblak o( 
Humanities and Sciences 
statt'S "We want to prepare 
people to be capah!e of 
analytical thinking and concep-
tualizing." He feels that 
students should have a strong. 
liberal arts core and that they 
should pay particular attention 
to the diverse and broad scope 
of their rourse selection. which . 
will remain as a permanent 
record in their in their 
transcripts. 
An examination of 1981-82 
Ithaca College graduates fonns 
conclusive proof that liberal 
arts graduates can find 
employment in fields previous-
ly open only to specialized 
graduates. Sue Marynowski. 
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry 
is now working as a company 
representative for Olin Cor-
poration in Stamford, Connec-
ticut. Hiedi Kachline. B.A. in 
English, is a designer for van 
1-liesen shirts. Peter Evans. B. 
A. in Politics. is a represen-
tative for a major sailing yacht 
firm. All three of these posi-
tions require either technical 
and/or business skills, yet they 
are all successfully executed 
by liberal arts graduates. 
Need a term paper, resume, or Job ~ 
application typed, then call HELJ1 
UNLIMITED at 273-1323 
5pm-10pm 
Ithaca's oldest and best fyping 
service 
guaranteed work 
College Night 
Wednesday, October 19 
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Precision Haircut & Style - Only $7.50 
Terrific campus cuts at super savings w(th 
student 1.0. Free gifts & refreshments. 
R8G1S HAIRSTYLISTS 
Pyramid Mall • 25 7-1233 
~ - - .... 
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fluids: and gargling with warm 
water with 112 teaspoon of salt 
in it. For easier breathing a 
humidifier or vaporizer would 
be helpful or even steam from 
running the shower with hot 
water. Also prescriptions are 
available and there is a chart 
itemizing the annoying symp-
toms with the corresponding 
medication and the possible 
side effects. The last section 
explains the common cold and 
gives some information about 
I humidifiers. Finally, the student fills out a 
form for the medication which 
he/she wishes to purchase. A 
special office has been 
established inside the health 
center where prescriptions can 
ITHACA 
be picked up. A nurse will go 
over the check list with you 
and give you the medication. 
Also. there is an evaluation of 
the Self Care Cold Center as to 
what extent it was helpful. 
Many Ithaca COiiege student~ 
take advantage of the Cold 
Clinic and find it a great alter-
native. According to Dr. 
Macaulay, it is in no way ,1 
discouragement to an ex-
amination. It's just a com·e· 
nience to the students and 
eliminates all the time in the 
health center. With' the fall 
weather in Ithaca, the Cold 
Center has been well used and 
a benefit to all of those with the 
simple but annoying common 
cold. 
lth,11 I 
( I ill1.,_:1 
WE'RE HERE TO HELP 
Confidential Individual 
and Group Counseling 
Ithaca College Counseling Center 
510.Gannett 
274-3136 9 - 5 Weekdays 
0<1ober 13. 1983 
OP/EDS 
Reagan's 
Racial Policies 
by Ken Elkins 
Although President Reagan 
claimed to be reluctant in ac-
cepting the resignation of 
James Watt, it can be argued 
that the release of the Interior 
secretary is an indication of the 
Administration's sensitivity 
towards racial minorities. The 
f,JCt that President Reagan has 
appointed the first woman to 
the Supreme Court and was in 
office when the first black 
c1stronaut had a visible role in 
1hc space program can rein-
force this argument. However, 
th<·se acts of good-will (or are 
they acts of politics?) haven't 
wally changed the situation of 
,\rnerica·s racial minorities. In 
fc1rt. the domestic policies of 
the Beagan Administration 
havr severely limited the ad-
vancement of America's 
minorty groups. Although the 
msensitiveity that President 
Reagan has for racial minorities 
r,in be seen through his 
domestic policy, the true racist 
h1as of this administration can 
he seen through its foreign 
policy. President Heagan·s 
support of the South African 
government makes this point 
rlcar. 
The government of South 
:\frica practices arpartheid. 
which is the separate develop-
ment of different racial groups. 
S<·venty two percent of South 
.\Inca's population is black. 
~1xtccn percent is white. nine 
percent is colored. and three 
percent is Asian. However. on-
Iv the white sector of the 
population is permitted to vote 
and hold office (presently there 
,s a constitution in front of 
parliament that would allow 
thr coloreds and Asians. not 
the blacks, to participate in the 
p,ilitical process). South Africa 
is one of the few examples of 
such an overwhelming minori-
1} having such complete 
authority. 
Africa. This economic t>Upport 
not only strengthens the pre-
sent racist government in 
south Africa. but it strengthens 
the instituiton of apartheid as 
well. 
President Reagan justified 
his actions by claiming that the 
higher .wages allowed by the 
American corporations would 
increase the standard of living 
of the South African blacks. 
However, the situation of the 
black people hasn't improved 
at al: since the re-emergence of 
American investments. The 
white worker's average in-
come is four times greater than 
that of the black workers. 
American corporations claim-
ed that they would- increase 
the opportunities of the black 
working force on South Africa. 
However. according to a 1983 
International Labor 
organization study, only one 
percent of South Africa's 
managerial and administrative 
positions are held by blacks. 
and just twenty five percent of 
the professional positions are 
held by blacks. Considering the 
fact that black people make up 
eighty percent of the country's 
labor force, the American cor-
porations have done close to 
nothing in opening up oppor-
tunities for the SouthAfrican 
blacks. The situation for the 
black working force is further 
weakened by the fact that such 
American companies in South 
Africa as Coca-Cola, Firestone. 
IBM, Goodyear. Mobil, and 3M 
(to name but a few) refuse to 
allow the establishment of 
black trade unions in their 
plants. In other words, when 
President Reagan lifted trade 
restrictions to South Africa he 
not only gave economic sup-
port to a racist rnling minority, 
but he also gave the South 
African government the ability 
to engage in apartheid with no 
moral convictions from the 
U.S. After apartheid was in-
stnuted. the black people in 
South Africa began to urge the 
rest of the world to stop mak-
111g and begin withdrawing all 
investments in the country as 
c1 way to economiq1lly under-
mine the racist government. 
The Carter Administration 
responded by restricting trade 
to South Africa, prohibiting the 
export of industrial and military 
proctucts to the country. Carter 
also discouraged any further 
American inves1ment in south 
Africa. However, President 
Beagan has completely r.wers-
ed this trend by lifting the 
economic 'restrictions · 
instituted by the carter Ad-
ministration., Now the U.S: is 
the primary investor in south 
With the elections coming 
up. James Watt was becoming 
a threat to the Reagan Ad-
ministration. However. his 
forced resignation goes deeper 
than the mere fact that an ap-
pointed official consistently 
made derogatory remarks 
about minorities. James Watt's 
racial slurs brought to the sur-
face the inherent prejudice of 
the Reagan Administration. 
From the point of view of the 
President and the Republican 
party, Watt had to be dismiss-
ed before such gestures as ap-
pointing minorities to high of-
fices could no longer hide the 
racist bias of the present 
administration. 
....... - ........ & .................................... . 
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In Need of a 
National Energy 
Debate 
by Stephen Long 
Interior - Secretary .James 
Watt's resignation has opened 
the possibility for a national 
debate on the Reagan Ad-
ministration's energy policies. 
Watt's style of alienating op-
ponents had created a distance 
that allowed him to pursue 
Reagan policies without a 
debate on the issues. These 
policies reflect the isolationist-
protectionist attitude of the Ad-
ministration that needs to be 
changed to protect the future 
of the United States. 
Specifically, the energy 
policies of the Heagan Ad-
ministration arc aimed at mak-
ing the United States energy 
self-sufficient. This means that 
the country will not have to de-
pend on what the ,\dministra-
t ion sees as unstable. 
dangerous foreign sources of 
energy. It also assumei, that 
our own natural resources will 
be able to provid<· enough 
energy for the future. 
Mr. Watt adopted this 
ideology and tried to enforce 11 
through the policies of the 
Department of Interior. He 
played a major roh' by ac-
celerating the lca<;ing plan" for 
federal lands and the Outer 
Continental Shelf. The 
Secretary had the utmost rnn-
fidence that our own resources 
combined with Heagan·s 
heightened nuclear power ef-
fort would provide enough 
energy for thousands of years. 
Because of the concentrated 
focus on ft>deral leasing and 
nuclear power. the Department 
of Energy cut its conservation 
budget by more than nirwty-
percent. This reflects the ab-
surd notion that our nation can 
meet its future energy needs 
without conservation. It also 
demonstrates the connection 
between the 60-percent in-
crease in the nuclear power 
budget and the nuclear arms 
build-up. Reagan is rounting on 
using plutonium from these 
plants to arm a massive 
amount of warheads. 
These policies create a 
threatening posture that is aim-
ed directly at making thr 
United States more powrrful. 
There L<; no way that cutting off 
energy traclt' and building more 
missiles guarantees the securi-
ty of our nation. We live in a 
highly interdependent world 
and alienation through ar-
resting trade and 111creasing thr 
nuclear stock-pilr only turns 
more nations against thl' 
United States. 
Nol only do the Reagan 
policies pose a threat to inter-
national security. but to na-
tional security as well. Watt's 
accelerated leasing plans ig-
nored many nauonal as well as 
stair rights. Thr Secretary 
steam-rolled over federal 
statutei, by not getting fair-
market value for the rnal he 
leased in Colorado's Powclcr 
River Basin. The coc1l com-
panies final bids lo.<,t the 
r\mencan taxpayer s100 million 
according to the General ,\c-
counting Office. State's rights 
were crushed when Watt ig-
nored stair govcrnmrnrs nies 
that he was leasing t'n-
vironrnentally sensitivr com-
rnrrnal fishing grounds. The 
trrmen<lous backlog of federal 
and state lawswts agamst 
Watt's leasing plans may c·n· 
clanger thc entire country hy 
tying up thr valuablr oil. ma\. 
and natural gas for many 
years. It has also been proven 
by Harvard Energy Ernnom1st 
Daniel Yergin. author of Global 
ln$ecunty: a Strategy for Energy and 
Economic Renewal that frcl<'ral 
lands and thr ocs could not 
meet the· nee<ls that Watt 
demands. 
\\'hat the Umted States ne<·ds 
is an energy policy based on 
rationale. not paranoul 
ideology. W<· need to use the 
natural resourcrs of our fed<·ral 
lands. l>ut only uncl<'r c1 pro-
gram whirh balann-s <i<'velop-
rnent with conservation. Our 
country has a d<·ep r<"V<'r<·nn· 
for rnnservation that has twn1 
continued by both Hcpullhcan 
and Demonatw Administra-
tions for over one-hundred 
years. Only if we combine 
leasing. conservation. and 
foreign erwrgy sourcei, will W<' 
ht' secure in the futurl'. 
Now that Watt's ahcnatmg. 
insulting style is gone we· nm 
begin a rational debate on the 
energy policy of the t:nited 
S1c11cs. Democrats and 
Hepuhlirans rnnn·rrw<l with 
consC'rva1io11 will no lon~(t'r 
haw to answer Watt·s crie.<, 
that they are "commurnst~" or 
"un-patriotic". They will lw 
abl<' to debate w11hout a racist 
who's banality shunned <·very 
elemm1 of r\nwrican society 
The energy future of the United 
Slates is now in the hands of 
the American pulllic whew it 
belongs. 
Stephen Long ,s a senior politics ma-
jor on campus who interned last 
summer with the U S House of 
Representatives Interior Oversight 
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This is the first of what is hoped 
to be an ongoing commentary 
from faculty members of the 
Ithaca College community. Any 
and all topics are encouraged for 
discussion 
by Michael Yarrow 
As the war drums beat loud-
ly on the Potomac again, we 
would do well to consider the 
techniques that have been us-
ed in the past to engineer 
popular support for a war. war 
planners in Washington 
assume that Americans will 
not support aggressive wars so 
have gone to great lengths to 
portray our military in-
volvements as defensive. In 
early planning documents for 
the U.S. escalation fo the war 
in Vietnam. John T. 
McNaughton. Assistant 
Secretary of Defense. and the 
others wrote of the symbolic 
importance of an American 
blood sacrifice. The public. 
they believed, would support 
a war to protect or avenge 
American boys. What is hap-
pening now in Lebanon? 
Mannes are losing their lives so 
they must be protected by 
---~&$ 
WHY DO AMERICANS 
SUPPORT A WAR? 
bombarding a foreign country. 
What is next? In this light we 
must carefully watch the U.S. 
"advisors" in El Salvador and 
Honduras. Will thev be sacrific-
ed to engineer public support 
for increased U.S. 
involvement? 
War planners have also ar-
ranged or amplified "crises" to 
scare the American people in-
to supporting military actions. 
They stampei'ted congress in-
to giving the President broad 
powers to escalate the war in 
Vietnam by fabricating the 
Tonkin Gulf crisis in which two 
American destroyers sup-
posedly sustained an "un-
provokeded" attack from 
North Vietnamese torpedo 
boats. The Pentagon Papers. 
the Pentagon's own history of 
that war. reveal that the Con-
gressional resolution had been 
drafted in advance. Senator 
Fulbright's conclusion after a 
lengthy investigation was "The 
fact is. there was no attack at 
all." 
Another ploy that is often us-
ed is to play on our guilt by ap-
pealing to us to "stand by our 
commitments... In Vietnam 
President Eisenhower's letter 
to dictator Diem in 1956 otfer-
ing assistance to refu~ees and 
economic aid under certain cir-
cumstances was later 
misrepresented by President 
Johnson as a pledge to fight to 
the death. Such secret 
agreements of course have 
questionable Constitutional 
status since they avoid the 
treaty-making powers of the 
Senate. 
To me the clear message of 
this history for the present is 
beware! Luckily it seems that 
the majority of Americans are 
acting on the same pr~mise 
because over 60 percent in a 
recent poll suspect that they 
haven't been given the whole 
truth about the Korean Airlines 
incident by our government. 
After you have manipulated 
public opinion into supporting 
a war how do you get young 
men to risk their lives to defeat 
some petty despot in the next 
Vietnam? Some are filled with 
high school civics notions of 
1Hl~S 
8UD fOP-tJf yo. 
American& as the boy scouts 
of the world. (If you learned 
anything about the war in Viet-
nam in high school, it was a 
pretty sanitized version. judg-
ing from a survey of texts now 
in use.) AS one Vietnam vet put 
it. as quoted in an article in the 
Ithaca Times last spring: 
When I first signed up. I must have 
been very naive. The war had somt' 
logic to me. The Domino Theory-we 
were protecting Santa Barbara from in-
vasion. My decision was totally volun-
tary. or course, you have Jo temper 
that with the fact that I was only seven-
teen at the time. Logic to a sevcn1cen-
ycar-old can mean driving a fast car 
with twenly beers in you on an ocean 
view highway. or taking on ten guys 
in a bar. or signing with the Marine 
corps. I was going to go 10 Vietnam 
and kick ass and lake names.But 
within two weeks m-counlry you had 
a pretty dear picture of what was go-
ing down ... We were going through the 
motions of fulfilling a promise made a 
long time ago by one PresidcnuGcnrr.11 
10 another PresidenUGencral that didn"t 
have the sligh1rst thing to <lo wilh pro-
tecting the Vietnam~ people or stop-
ping communism or keeping sania Bar-
bara safe for demOl'racy. We were 
lherc to line the pockets of defense 
ron1rac10~. and getting our asses kick-
ed doing it. we were killing more Vier-
narnesc 1ha11 the \'it•J Cong dnd 111.i, 
mg thrir couniry unliveablf' in 1h1· 
process. 
In spite of this tragedy there 
are more 19-year-olds ready 10 
go. An Ithaca College studeni 
is quoted in The · Ithacan as 
saying that signing up for the 
draft is an issue of manho()(t, 
of whether you "got balls" or 
not. I am told by a studt'nt 
friend that in Marine Officer 
training last summer they mar-
ched to the following chants: 
··Reagan.Reagan. we want a 
war, 
Send us to El Salvador." 
and 
"Napalm slicks to babies " 
Young Americans are bcin~ 
trained to accept, even to wa111 
an aggressive war and to revel 
in exterminating babies. The 
present generation of cannon 
fodder needs desparately to 
learn the real story of 
America's last war to prottTI 
democracy. Your lives and 
ours may depend upon it. 
Michael Yarrow is an assistant 
professor of sociology on 
campus. 
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Dr. llarrnurt provides insight into I.C history 
continued from p. 1 
to that of a liberal arts. science. 
business. drama and com-
munications school. Perhaps 
this process could be better ex-
plained by Harcourt in his 
book, for he was a creator who 
helped make the system 
possible. 
The book itself is not an at-
tempt at expanding public r_ela-
,,..,---. 
\ \Purlgic"sq \0 Pi]]EI ( 
lions for Ithaca COiiege. Rather. 
it is a step-by-step institutional 
history of the college. The 
book is organized by the office 
terms of the various past 
presidents in our school, and 
ends in 1975 when our current 
president, James Whalen took 
office. Having total access to 
all of the historical archives of 
the colleg~. Harcoun organized 
an in-depth analysis of how the 
college came into being. Exten-
sive research and interviews 
were used to compose the 
story which hopefully will 
stimulate people's interests. 
Since Dr. Harcourt helped to 
make this school what it is to· 
day, his book can be con· 
sidered a valuable inspiration 
to continued success of our 
own Ithaca College. 
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TWILIGHT 
ZONE 
SERIES 
by Joe Epstein 
Ithaca College b \'(•ry 
privileged to lw one of two 
plc1n·~ wt1irh has ,m arrhivt· of 
Hod Serltng's film~: "'Th<· 
Twilight Zone."' These film \'('f· 
sion s of the original half-hour 
television shows have twen 
ht·re since 1978 when they 
wew donat<·<I by Serling"s 
wife. Last year the first of an 
annual series of public scwen-
ings took plarr. Now it 1s time 
to dig into the archives once 
more; as the school of Com-
munications begins it s scrnnd 
serws of screenings. 
Thrse screenings arr not Just 
a ct1ancr to view the half hour 
films. but an opportunity to 
discuss the meaning of the 
film. "We chose the topic of 
science as fiction because of 
the Twilight Zone's originality 
and difference from most T\' 
shows," said patty Zimmer-
man, the coordinator of thr 
photography department at 
Ithaca College. The lectun·s 
will discuss what happens to 
drama when science is the 
topic and what happens when 
s< i<·nn· or leclrnology r<'pld<TS 
rharactns 111 the plot." <,,11<1 
Zimmerman. 
The three lecturns for ttl(' 
snit·s aw Gordon W<"l>I> of Cor-
ndl Ur11vcr~ity. lam· Banks ,111d 
Frank Ton:1asulo of lth,H·.i Col-
lc·ge. Each person will d1sniss 
how the Twilight Zorw afk<'l<'d 
t<'len:ison. drama and the 
puhltc "rtw Twilight Zorn· 
was th<· first sci<"nce firnon 
television show... l'rcrntering 
in th<' early 'fiO"s. ttw way tlw 
'>how handled drrnmstanrcs 
and situations left m,my 1wo-
pl<· in shock," explained lnn-
mnman. "Thr series will c1lso 
re\'icw television as a social 
force ,HHl not just as 
entertainment. .. 
Hod Serling, the series 
originator was a part tune 
teacher at llharn Collcg<·. He 
gave "mini courses" on script 
writing and helped many 
television students with tt1Cir 
work. So for all you "Zone" 
fans out there. here is an op-
portunity to get a little more out 
of these masterpit·ces in 
science fiction. 
The World's most talked 
about :tole-playing game. 
The best way to enter 
the world of role-
ptaylng games. 
D&D® Basic Set Is 
now even easier to 
play! Game comes 
complete with 
everything needed to 
begin adventuring. 
~~ 
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INNOCENT 
BYSTANDER 
Dave Fischer 
PARENTS CAUSE 
CULTURE CHANGE 
When an anthropologist 
"looks-in" on a culture to ob-
jectively observe and. for a 
short time. to berorne part of 
that culture, the anthropologist 
1s often blind to one major 
obstacle: The very presence of 
that anthropologist causes the 
C'Ulturc to change. 
This was the analogy-for-an-
cxntsc explanation my p,1rents 
gave for declming my Parents 
Weekend invitation. My telling 
you this is not for want of syrn. 
•iathy (although I could func-
tion on it for a day), but instead 
to vent my anger and frustra-
tion. After three consecutive 
years of Parents Weekend, ad-
miltedly not all successful, an 
abrupt decision was made 
which broke-up what until now 
I had thought to be a tradition. 
The mind's first reaction to a 
crisis is denial. but in this case 
it was nostalgia ..... 
That first Parents Weekend 
eventually became legend 
because the first impr~ssion is 
continued from p. 4 
"because he doesn't bcli(·ve 
the all-volunteer Army has 
worked." explains Hollings 
aide Mike Copps. 
"St-n. Hollings fc('Js the pw-
!,ent system perpetuates irw-
quity l>y placing the burden of 
the ddcn!,t' of our mun try on 
th<· poor. nlacks. and the <11sad-
van1aged." Copps says. 
In addition. lw says. "ii you 
look at the dcmographl('s we 
won't have .ill that much 
\·oung manpower coming 
,1long 111 tlw tutt1rc. and 11 1s 
doul>tlul .in all-volunten .\rmv 
will lw al>!(· to rcnuil the 
numlwr of people wc·ll nct·'ct to 
r11aintc1in our dcft·ns(· torn·s." 
llollings· proposal "is wry 
surpris111g 10 us." says lht· 
USS:\'s Oz(·r. "lwcause lw has 
lwcn very pro-education in the 
p,IS!. ,md tilt' drc1l1 IS cl \'('CY Ull· 
popular 1t11ng to t.ilk al>ou1 
wh<'n you·w running tor 
RESPONSE 
continued from p. 4 
Mr. Weiner st,lles th,11 "if cl 
long standing system does not 
1mprcJ\'C and c ontrnually 
makes matters worse. then 11 
would be illogical to be loyal to 
such a system." Bra\'o! Hut the 
system I have in mind is much 
more encompassing than the 
Democratic party. I believe our 
emphasis on production for 
profit should be questioned. 
Why can't we produce to 
satisfy needs instead of 
creating frivolous needs 
through advertising, and then 
exploiting these 
··needs",(fashion clothes. 
always lasting. I imagined my 
folks traveling over the hills 
and through the woods to re-
evaluate their investment after 
six-weeks. I imagined a 
weekend designed to bring 
families together. and also to 
give parents insight mto the 
way we live: our natural 
habitat. our environment--our 
nilture. At that ume. unfor-
tunately, I hadn't yet realized 
that the \'ery presence of those 
parents causes the culture to 
change. 
For starters I cleaned my 
room. and for reasons that 
would give Freud a headache. 
Morn and dad wanted to sec 
how I Jived, and I don't live 
clean. Regardless of whether it 
was guilt or a sense of duty 
(both are closely related), my 
Tower room looked just as it 
had when I moved in--empty. 
This was accentuated by the 
bare-white brick walls. now 
overexposed and immediately 
noticed. The interior decor of 
president." 
Copps admits "there is op-
position" to the draft proposal. 
but adds "Sen. Hollings is pro-
posing what he thinks is 
necessary. not necessarily 
what everybody wants or will 
g(•I him \'OIC'S." 
Ttw bill. in fact. began win-
ding its way through the 
S(~natc simultaneously with 
the October 3rd national "day 
of protc·st" against men to 
show proof ot registration in 
orc!t'r to gc·t federal fmancial 
student ,11<!. 
C:\HD organized campus 
rallies at l.d11gh. Columbia. 
\\'isrnns111, Ham1l1011 College', 
Montclair Stat(·. Oregon. and 
wc·sr \'irginia. 
Tl1c l'.S. Supr<·mc Court has 
agreed to d<·c·idt· whether the 
Soloman law is unconstitu-
tional. but won't rule in the 
case ur11il 198.J.. l'ntil then. all 
male studenl.<, llllhl rcgrs1cr to 
gc·t c1icl. 
cosmetics. automobiles. spht 
le\'cl houses. and a green 
rnaniruwcl lawn} Under such 
prioritit·s. 1twre arc millions 
who go without basic needs. 
and millions more who feel 
deprived becaus<' they don no 
own a HMW ancl a l1ouse in 
Cape Coe!. 
:\n economy geared more 
toward such "radical" thmgs 
as better mass transit, national 
health msurance. public hous-
ing. and satisfying work, in-
stead of just profit, would help 
diminish the gap between 
classes, relieve increasing 
social tensions turban. racial, 
etc.). and decrease the strains 
on our already tired environ-
ment. especially non-
renewable reso.urces. 
by Mike Sheehan 
English '84 
rny Tower room became the 
source· of our Parents 
Weekend activity. It rained the 
entire two-days, causing my 
parents and I to be caged in the 
room. My father. a psychiatrist, 
has never recovered from this 
ironic challenge. 
The next year I was deter-
mined to redeem the meaning 
of Parents Weekend. In doing 
so. my extravagent pwpara-
tions forced an even more 
outlandish change in the 
culture. I made plans to have 
the candy in all vending 
machines replaced by liver, 
spinach and brussels sproul:i 
to assure Mom t was getting 
the nutrients recommended by 
daily allowance. I also shaved 
points off the Bomber game to 
insure an Ithaca victory, and 
even found a chemical that 
turns water pigment a brighter 
shade of blue. All this went for 
naught, however, because we 
spent all weekend standing 
and wa:ling on · lines at 
restaurants, movie theaters. 
and clothing stores. 
By our third Parents 
weekend I was confident I 
now possessed the experience 
needed to make this thing 
work. I got my parents a reser-
vation at a motel (a year in ad-
vance. of course} so they 
wouldn't be forced to bunk 
with me. The theory was sup-
posed to enhance tolerance, 
but instead provoked the an-
tithesis. My father constantly 
got Jost during the drive into 
town and cursed the weekend 
away, saying his only solace 
would be to wrap his hands 
around the neck of whoever 
was responsible for these one-
way streets. 
Parents Weekend of my 
senior year was bound to be 
the grand finale. lf we truely 
learn from our mistakes. than 
this weekend would have 
been memorable_ If my folks 
would have attended this 
year's Parents Weekend they 
would have been in for quite a 
surprise. I had decided not to 
let their very presence chang<' 
my culture. My parents raised 
me and know me as well. if no1 
better. than I know myself. 
There is nothing t could ever 
change that would fool them. 
Of all the years, this was th<' 
weekend I most wanted rny 
parents to visit. I am nowoff-
campus, living in a house, ancl 
was excited about the prospec:1 
of having the opportunity to in· 
vile the parents to stay at whc11 
could be called "my house ... 
They would perceive me as 
mature. responsible. and able 
to care for myself. What am I 
saying? Actually, the absence 
of my folks this weekend is a 
blessing in disguise. I don't 
want them getting comfortable 
with the idea of me living in my 
own house. After all. I have to 
graduate come May. 
Peer Career Help 
by Office of Career Planning 
what's a PCC you ask? No. it's 
not an extra-terrestrial · 
character or a new name for 
hallucinogincs. A Peer Career 
Counselor(l'CC} is a well-
trained paraprofessionat stu-
dent who performs various 
helping activities in the Office 
of career Plannng and 
Placement. 
The PCC Program has been 
established primarily to meet 
the increased demand for 
career related services by 
Ithaca students. Peer 
counselors make it possible to 
provide more opportunities for 
students to obtain individual 
assistance in the career plann-
ing process. The 1983-84 PCC 
team includes:Tina Bailey '84. 
Doug Barnett '84, Sue Bozarth 
'84, Liz Bresee '84, Tony 
¥erentino '84, Traci Hughes 
'85. Hobin Jenks '84. Julie 
Kurland '84. and :\ngie 
Williams '85. 
The training a PCC is exten-
sive. Just prior to fall semester, 
each PCC participates in 3 days 
of intensive training. This is 
supplemented by a seri<'s of 
weekly training sessions which 
continue throughout the year. 
Some specific training topics 
include: 
-The Career Decision Making 
Process 
-Resume Development 
-Basic Helpin~ Skills 
-Teaching Skills 
-Introduction to career Plann-
ing services 
-How to make referrals 
-Skills. values and interests 
assesment 
-Job Search Strategies 
Each PCC spends approx-
imately five hours per week in 
the Office assisting Ithaca 
students with various career 
concerns. Be it career explora-
tion. locating information in the 
career library. or resume 
preparation, the PCC's are 
available providing high quali-
ty assistance. In addition to 
maintaining a regular office 
schedule, PCC's take an active 
role in linking Career Planning 
~ervices with the residence 
hall community. Each PCC is 
a\'ailable to develop programs 
on several topics. These 
media center to coordination of 
our Dress for success pro-
gram. These projects are fun 
and provide valuable 
experience. 
Why would a student join the 
PCC program? Taking an active 
role.in the campus communi-
ty as they assist fellow 
students, PCC's are making a 
contribution to the continued 
development pf Ithaca College. 
This activity provides an op-
portunity to develop and refine 
one's skills in a range of areas 
including public speaking. 
organizing and proiect 
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. Liz Bresee '84 Doug Barnett '84 Robin Jenks '84 
presentations are generally 
made upon specific invitation 
by a hall. 
During the school year, 
PCC's select and prepare 
special projects·thal satisfy an 
identified office need. Last 
year's projects ranged from the 
development of an original 
slide/tape presentation for our 
development. These are highly 
marketable skills when a PCC 
veteran enters the job market. 
You are. encouraged to stop 
by and meet our PCC's. Take 
advantage of their assistance. 
We're confident you'll find 
these well trained persons 
very helpful. 
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WELCOME 
PARENTS 
DOWNTOWN AT C~f:R ITHACA 
$5 OFF 
ON A PUR-CHASE 
people's pottery 
"irresistibles" 
I I I I I I I pottery. weaving, art glass & wood I 150 the ithaca commons I Monday-Friday 10-5:30 Thurs 'ti! 9 p.m. 277-3597 
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HABERDASHERS TO MEN t;> WOMEN 
$10.00 OFF 
EVERY PAIR 
OF 
BOOTS 
sorry-no layaways 
Leather Express-
12s The C~mmons 
open 9:30-6:00 Thurs.& Fri. Nites 'til 9 open this Sunday 
October 13, 1983 
Wondering what to do 
with the folks for 
the weekend? 
DOWNTOWN 
October is National Apple Month, and for 
the weekend of October 14-16, Downtown 
Ithaca becomes the "Apple Capital of New 
York State." Downtown merchants salute 
New York State apples with an Apple 
Harvest Weekend that brings the orchards 
Downtown. You are invited to join the ap-
ple growers, the Corn~ll Pomology Club, 
Downtown Merchants and local enter-
tainers in celebration. Stroll the .. Commons, 
· enjoy an outdoor Fall fashion show, a 
harvest concert, and streets lined with in-
teresting shops and restaurants. Downtown 
Ithaca and New York State's finest apples 
await you! (And best of all--ALL events 
are FREE .. so you can show the folks a 
really GOOD TIME!) 
DOWNTOWN 
.. everything's waiting 
for you! 
Sponsored by the Downtown Ithaca 
Business Association. 
Men's crewneck sweatshirts 
and sweatpants 
$3.99 & $4.99 
while quantities last! 
Cut them, logo them, or 
use as is- FAMOUS BRAND 
The price can't be beat! IRREGULAR 
"You Pay Less at Harold's Everyday" Mon-Wed 9-5:30 Thur-Fri 9-9 
Visa/Mastercard Accepted DHACA C9MMONS S0t9-5:30 
.no E. 5rarc .Srrccr 
Ithaca, 'N.Y., MBSO 
(607) 272-5777 Liz. Bi55. Prop. 
Ot wtwr I.I. 1!18:1 
1· 
! 
Sex Roles & Advertising 
· OCT.18 8PM 
Ford Hall 
$2 
Tickets now available at Union Box Office 
I PARENTS 
Let the Student Activities 
Board Travel Committee 
take your son/daughter 
home and back for 
Thanksgiving Break. 
~ 
Till: ITHM::\!': IS 
~ 
I 
I Compare E 
Grt>yhound ~ 
S.1\.B. prices 
D 
B 
E 
D 
Busest~ I 
, New York City Port Authority SJO --------~48 E 
: l) 
Long Island Exit 41------------- SJ2---------sss I 
: Springfield/Boston -----------S45/S46 ------ s120 
1 
I . 
1 Baltimore/\Vashington----------- S39·------- sns ~ 
Leave Ithaca College Nov. 18, I :OOpm~ 
Return bus leaves Nov. 2 7, I :OOpm I 
Bus company: Swarthout & Ferris, lthaca,NY E 
heese Please" 
A wine and cheese 
party, featuring a 
jazz guartet, in the 
Crossroads/Buff er 
lounge of Egbert 
Union on Saturday, 
October 15, 4-7pm. 
Parents and 
students cordially in -
vited. Sponsored by 
S.A.B.'s Fine Arts 
Committee. 
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CORNELL CONCERT COMMISSION 
1n cooperation with 
TOPSPOT PROMOTIONS and FM-93 
presents 
An Evening with 
EDDY GRANT 
SATURDAY, OCT. 22, 8 PM 
BAILEY HALL, CORNELL 
General Admission Tickets $8.50 advance 
Day of Show $9.50 
Available now at all T1cketron Outlets -
in Ithaca - Enchanted Prints, Pyramid Mall 
and the following locations .. 
Tech H1 F1 - Collegetown Willard Straight Box Office - Cornell 
Ithaca Guitar Works - DeWitt Mall Egbert Union - Ithaca College 
'/14 ' • 1nom s coming •... 
get a 
haircut. 
GfQp_ 
onhe 
'ladder 
~ARQUtDI 
118 The Commons, Jtham, N.Y. 
'To Keep Your Spirits Up'· 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE 
TO I. C. CAMPUS 
2 I 8 ON THF COl'vtMONS 
"h·a11ir1fll! lht· I 11w,1 ',l'lt·tl111n ul '\ \.',!alt'\\ im·," 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 272-2111 
' 
l,'ninya~b @,i-u'nfl 
. iF INDOORS 
~ or on one of our ~ /' 
OUTDOOR TERRACES 
• Sunday Brunch 
Fresh Seafood--Prime Rib ... Roast 
Duck ... Whole Maine Lobster .. Steaks and 
Great Breakfast more ..... 
Hours 7-1 Daily--Open 7 Days a Week--
reservations appreciated 
Weekly Specials 
,'' 
.i ••. , Monday .. ALL the Wings and Draft Beer $5.50.. . 
I . T d 3 0 V ' f $ 9:30-12:30. . i ~ ues ay . . s or 1.00-- 11 
~ Jack Daniels and Absolute $1 a shot... · . 
f! Wednesday-- D.~. Dance the night away--$1. ~ 
~ BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN WINGS · .. , 
~ next week--- Thurs. night .. $5 night (My Three Sons-
~ Complimentary Drinks 9:30-12:30 .. 
• 
1 
.' Fri-- Paul Luke Band-- Sat. Foots 
---~~~~-~~:x...:_~~lt~~~-.--::~ 
AND TOPSPOT PROMOTIONS 
________ present_. ______ _ 
REGGAE WEEK!! 
MONDAY, OCT. 17TH 
RUM 'N REGGAE 
NO COVER • 2 FOR 1 RUM DRINKS 
DANCING 
TUESDAY, OCT. 18TH 
TRIBUTE TO 
BOB MARLEY ; .-r· 
NO CQVER CHARGE { _ __ 
THURSDAY, OCT. 20TH 
IT ALS WITH ROOTS 
•. R=S 
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW $5.00 
DAY OF SHOW $6.00 
HAUNT ..:.01SCOUNT RECORDS-ITHACA GUITAR WORKS 
GreenSt. Colle eAve. DeWIHMall 
SATURDAY, OCT. 22ND 
Don't miss EDDY GRANT at Bailey Hall!! 
... _._t 
ortober 13. 1983 
POLO by RALPH LAUREN 
CBSFORT 
JEFFREY Bt\NKS 
WES SAINT LAURENT 
DANIEL HECHTER 
MERONA 
BOSTON TRP\DER 
CHAPS byRALPH LAUREN 
BILL B~S 
HENRY GRETHEL 
we welcome you to see our 
collection of fine men's 
clothing. 
On the COMMONS 
Hf\R\JE BERNARD 
E?DSTON T~DER 
CHRIST~N D!OR 
LLJBA 
eANCXJLINO 
CRlCKETEE!~ 
PENDLETON 
JONES N.Y 
BELLE FRANCE 
M~IE LON[X)N 
BARBIZON 
ESTEE LAUDER 
PAPILLI01~ 
Stop by this weekend! We 
would love to have you 
come and look arouncl . 
., 
WE'RE OPEN THIS SUNDAY FROM 
11AM TO 4PM 
~I w-- CLIFFHANGERS 
Friday Dinner Special--HEHBED S0l F 
WITH LEMON BUTTER S7.SO , -
Saturday Dinner special--PRIME HIB 
petite ss.so 
king SU.SO 
Sunday--6:00-9:00--T ACO BAH all you 
care to eat--make ·em the way you like 
'em S4.25 
Superb dinin~ and lnteresting History at 
CLIFFHANGERS 
Pyramid Mall at the cinema entrance 
257-7796 
Exclusive photos and scenes from the 
silent movies made in Ithaca; when Ithaca 
was Hollywood. ~ 
I Pyramid <f,Mall qthaca 
OFF At 13 ON tRIPHAMMEA AOAD/ITHA A 
THE ITIIACAN 17 
,~~~:~~~~~~,. 
YF..S-YOUCAN 
ff Still rent a refrigerator ff 
ff;=~-=-======~; =~"i 
i CAIL 272-3000 for dorm i 
ff delivery by ''REFRIGERATOR i 
MAN'' I 
EITHACAN 
Tel-evision 
Week 
Oct.13~19 
I DAYTIME_! 
MORNING 
5:00A.M. 
[!] Focus: New Jersey (Thu) 
[!] Biography (Mon-Wed, Fro) 
s·os A.M. 
[!]News 
6:20A.M. 
rm Sugar Roy's Al!·Stnrs (Thu) 
5:30A.M. 
Q] Vegotablo Soup 
[!I Joe Franklin 
[D lndepondont Networl< News 
(HJ Sitcom (Mon) 
6:00A.M. 
crJ ABC N-a This Morning 
OJ Infinity Factory 
@)Dialogue 
[D New Zoo Rovue 
[D 20 Minute Wor1<out 
rm The Incredible Book Escape (Thu) 
rm Movio (FrO 
rm It's Hard To Be A Ponguln (Mon) 
rm Sugar Ray's AU-Stora (Tue) 
(HJ The Hoober·Bloob Highway (Wed) 
6:30A.M. 
Q] 1!9] NBC N-s At Sunrise 
[I] CBS Early Morning Nowe 
[I]Popeye 
00 Yoga With Prisclllo Patrick 
[!] Jimmy Swaggert 
ITT)Tom And Jerry And Friends 
(HJ The Incredible Book Escape (Tuo) 
(HJ Movlo (Wed) 
6:"5A.M. 
00 A.M. Weather 
7:00A.M. 
CI] Good Morning Arnorlca 
Q]@]Todoy 
(ID CBS Morning Nows 
[I] Woody Woodpecker 
[ID Sesame Street (R) c:;i 
[!] 700Club 
@ The Time 01 Our Lives: The Moat 
Amazing Sixty Years In History (Thu) 
'[BJ Tho Hoober·Bloob Highway (Mon) 
7:15A.M. 
[!] A.M. Weather 
7:30A.M. 
[!] Soaome Street (R) O 
[L] Buga Bunny And Friends 
[!] Pink Panther 
[Bl Flashback: Fire At The Cocoenut 
Grove (Fri) 
@ Movie (Mon, Tuo) 
6:00A.M. 
[L] Woody Woodpeckor 
~J Educational Progremmong (Mon, Thu, 
Fri) 
[ID High Foathor (Tue) 
(ID Powerhouse (Wed) 
[!] Nine On Now Jersey (Thu) 
[!] Nowarl< And Reality (Fri) 
[!I Meet Tho Moyora (Mon) 
[!] New Joraey Roport (Tue) 
[!] Now Jersey Peoplo (Wed) 
[!] Scooby Doo 
@ Frogglo Rock (Wed) 
8:30AM. 
[!] Miator Rogers (R) 
[I] The Flintstones 
[ID Educational Programming (Tue, 
Wad) 
[!] Streight Tolk • 
[!] Torn And Jerry And Fnonds 
rm Olivie Newton-John In Concert (Thu) 
1H] Movie (Fri) 
@ Floehback: Fire Al Tho Cocoonut 
Grovo(Wed) 
9:00AM 
(I]Donahue 
ill Woman To Woman 
[!] [ID Soaame Street (R) Q 
[I] Hour Magazine 
[Ill Love Lucy 
@] Jim Bokkor 
[!] Great Space Coaster 
1H] Flashback: The Groot Plague (Mon) 
[Bl Ono Man's Fight For Lilo (Tue) 
9:30A.M 
[L] My Throe Sons 
[!]Nows 
ID] Brand New Dey (Thu) 
ID] Suburban Closeup (Fn) 
ID] Focus: N- Jersey (Mon) 
[!] Herman Badillo'• Urben Journal 
(Tue) 
ID] Jow,ah Dimension (Wed) 
[@Video Jukobox (Wed) 
10·00 AM. 
rn Breakaway 
OJ Diff'ront Strokes (R) 
[!] [ID Educational Programming 
@) The Now $26,000 Pyramid 
[L] Welcome Beck, Kotter 
[!I Romper Room 
~ Jimmy Swoggort 
[D Contemporary Catholic (Thu) 
[!] Eaaence (Fn) 
[D Rengel Report (Mon) 
[!] Open Mind (Wed) 
@ Movie (Tuo-Fri) 
rm Olivia Newton-John In Concert (Mon) 
10:30A.M. 
ill@] Sele 01 Tho Century 
@) Proaa Your Luck 
[I] All In Tho Family 
[!] Richard Simmons 
11:00 A.M. 
CI] Benson (R) 
ill [ID Wheel Of Fortune 
@) The Price la Right 
[L] Broekowoy 
[!]Bonanza 
[!] Tho Rockford Flies 
1t:30AM 
[)JLoving 
Q] @I Dreom Houae 
[!] Joumoy Through Tho Soler Syatom 
(Thu, Fn) 
(ID 3·2· 1 Contact (Mon-Wed) 
[Bl Movio (Mon, Fri) 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
crJ Love Connoction 
ill[]J[!]News 
[!] Educotionol Programming 
[L]Middey 
(ID Signing With Cindy (Thu) 
[ID Educational Programming (Fri) 
(ID High Foother (Mon) 
(ID Poworhouso (Tuo) 
[ID Sovlot Style (Wod) 
[IDGol 
[j] Independent Notworl< News 
[HJ Movie (Wed, Thu) 
[HJ Sugar Ray's All·Sters (Tuo) 
12:30P.M. 
rn Ryan'o Hopo 
Q] [l!J Soorch For Tomorrow 
[ID Tho Young And Tho Rootless 
ml Educational Programming (Mon-Thu) 
[!]Movie 
[Bl Sitcom (Tue) 
t:OOP.M. 
[al All My Children 
Q] [ID Daye 01 Our Lives 
[L] Hour Mogozino 
[!] Movio 
(HJ Movie (Tuo) 
1:30P.M. 
@) As Tho World Tuma 
[ID Eloetric Company (R) (Mon, Wod) 
[HJ Flashback: Foro At The Cocoonut 
Grovo (Fri) 
[HJ Movio (Mon) 
2.00PM. 
[al Ono Life To Live 
Q] @I Another World 
[I]News 
[ID Educotionel Programming (Mon, 
Wod) 
[@ Movio (Thu) 
[HJ Tho Time 01 Our Llvos: Tho Most 
Amazing Sixty Yoers In Hietory (Wed) 
2:16P.M 
[I]Popoye 
2:30PM. 
[IDCopotol 
00 Zorebende (Wed) 
[!] In Soerch 01 ... 
[l) Magic Gorden (Mon· Thu) 
[l) Corroscolendas (Fri) 
(HJ Movie (Tue, Fri) 
3:00P.M 
rn Gonoral Hospital 
D]@J Fantasy 
@] Twilight Zono 
@) Guiding Light 
[I] lnepoctor Gadget 
(ID Untamed World 
[!]Family 
[l) Tom And Jorry And Fnenda 
3:30P.M. 
[!] Over Easy 
[I] Woody Woodpockor And Friends 
[ID Mister Rogers (R) 
[!] Pink Panther (Thu, Fri) 
[!] Scooby Doo (Mon-Wed) 
!HJ Movio (Mon) 
[HJ Flashback Firo At Tho Cocoonut 
Grovo(Wed) 
4:00P.M. 
CI] Loltlo House On Tho Prairie 
Q] STM Club With Scooby Doo 
[!] [ID Sesame Strool (R) c:;i 
@)Love Boat 
IT] Ho-Men / Maotors 01 Tho Universe 
[!]Movie 
@] Tho Flmtstonos 
[j] Suportriends 
[Bl Tho lncrodoblo Book Escepo (Tuo, 
Thu) 
[@Mov,o (Fri) 
4:30 P.M 
[L] What's Hepponlngll 
[ID Scooby Doo 
[!] Happy Days Again 
[Bl Fraggle Rock (Wod) . 
6:00P.M. 
Ci] Pooplo's Court 
Q] WKRP In Cincinnati 
[!] Mostor Rogers CR) 
(fil Fantasy Island 
IT] Ono Day At A Time 
(ID Eloctrlc Company CR) 
[!!I Bullwlnklo 
[j] Llttlo House On The Prelrlo 
[Bl Ollvla Newton-John In Concort (Thul 
[@l!'a Hord To Be A Penguin (Mon) 
[Bl Sugar Ray's All-Stare (Tue) 
[Bl The Hoobor·Bloob Highway (Wod) 
5:30P.M. 
Ci]Nows 
rn Throe's Company 
[!] Eloctric Company (Rl 
[1]Newacopo 
[I] WKRP In Cincinnati 
(ID Poworhouso 
[ID Rowan & Martin's Lough-In 
@ Fraggle Rock (Fri) 
[Bl Sitcom (Tue) 
[Bl Movie (Wed) 
I THURSDAY\ 
EVENING 
6.00P.M 
QJ [1J [ID News 
(!] Y.E.S., Inc. 
[I] Three'• Company 
(ID MocNoll / Lohror Nowshour 
[!] Buck Rogors 
[!] Love Boot 
B·30PM 
(I]ABCNowso 
[1] [l!J NBC News 
(!] Business Roport 
@)CBS News 
IT]Toxi 
[HJ Tho Timo 01 Our Loves: Tho Most 
Amazing Sixty Veers In History 
7:00 P.M. 
CI] Whool 01 Fortune 
rn Tho Jotlorsone 
[!] MocNoll / Lehror Nowshour 
@) Entorteinmont Tonight 
[I]M"A"S"H 
(ID Businoss Report 
[!] Rowen & Martin's Lough-In 
@] Tic Toe Dough 
[!] Fantasy Island 
7:30 P.M. 
CI] P .M Magazine 
Q] [!!I Family Feud 
(filM"A"S"H 
[I] All In The Family 
[ID Direct Line 
[!]Bonny Hill 
[!]News 
800P.M. 
CI] Trauma Contor 
Q] [l!J Gimme A Brook 
[!] Sneak Proviowe 
[I] Magnum, P .I. 
[I] P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movio * * \\ "The Crrt,col List" (PM 2) 
( 1978, Orama) Lloyd Brrdges, Robert Wagnor. 
[j] Movie ***½ "Spellbound" (1945, 
Suspense) Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peck 
ll.!) Movie * * t I; "The World According To 
Gorp" (1982, Comedy) Robin W1lhams, Mary Both 
Hurt 
6:30P M. 
QJ [!!I Memo's Family 
[!] Wild America 
IT] Carol Bumott And Frionde 
(ID Artacono 
9:00P.M. 
(I]9To 5 
Q] [!!I Wo Got ft Made 
[!] Movie * t t * "Great Expectaloons" 
( 1947, Orama) John Mills, Valene Hobson 
[I] Simon &.Simon 
[L]MorvGriffin 
(ID The Pollisore 
9:30 P.M 
[al It's Not Easy 
Q][!!)Cheors 
tO:OOP.M 
crJ 20 I 20 
Q] [ID Hill Stroot Blues 
[1J Knots Lending 
[L]Nows 
(ID Never Turn Bock: Tho Lilo 01 Fannie 
Lou Hamor 
[!] Moot The Mayors 
[j] Independent Networl< Nowe 
10:16P.M. 
[Bl Inside Tho NFL 
10:30P M. 
[!] Now Joreey Report 
[j] News 
1t:OOP.M. 
[a]Q]@)News 
[!] (ID Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[L]M"A"S"H 
[!]Soap 
~ lndopondent Notworl< News 
[!] Bomoy Miller 
11:30P.M. 
CQ [L] Thicke 01 The Night 
Q] [ID Tonight 
(!] [ID Lalenight America 
[I] Trapper John, M.D. 
[!] Racing From Yonkore 
[j] Tho Honoymoonora 
(HJ Olivia Newton-John In Concort 
MIDNIGHT 
[!]Nows 
[!] Sanlord And Son 
12:30A.M. 
Q] Late Night With David Lettermen 
(!] Twilight Zone 
CI] Children Between Lilo And Doath 
[j] Saturday Night 
12:40A.M. 
@) Movio ** h "The Gilt Of Love" (1978, Oro 
mo) Mone Osmond, T,molhy Bottoms 
12:50AM. 
[Bl Movie ttt '"Ghost Story·· (1981. Horror) 
Fred Astaire. John Housemen 
1:00A.M. 
[2]Newo 
IT] Hogan's Heroes 
1:30A.M. 
Q] NBC Nows Overnight 
[L] Chico And Tho Men 
[y)Nows 
[l) lndopondent Networl< News 
2.00A.M. 
@) CBS Nows Nightwatch 
(1) Movie * * t ½ "Made For Each Other" 
( 1971, Comedy) Renee Teyler. Joseph Bolog~a 
[!] Joo Franklin 
[j] Emorgoncy 
I-FRIDAY] 
EVENING 
6.00P.M 
Q]@) [ID Nows 
@] V .E.S., Inc. 
[L] Throo'e Company 
~ MecNoil / Lohror Nowohour 
~ Buck Rogers 
[!] Love Boot 
@ The Hoobor·Bloob Highway 
6:30P.M. 
rnABCNowso 
OJ [ID NBC News 
(!] Business Report 
[])CBS Nows 
[!]Taxi 
[@Sitcom 
7:00 P.M. 
CI] Wheel Of Fortune 
[I] The Jelleraons 
(!] MacNoll / Lehrer N-ehour 
[!I Entertainment Tonight 
IT]M 0 A0 S0 H 
(ID Bualneas Roport 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
[!!I Tic Tac Dough 
[!] Fantasy Island 
[Bl lnoido Tho NFL 
7:30e.M. 
CI] P.M. Mogozino 
Q]@] Family Feud 
[!IM 0 A 0 S 0 H 
IT] All In Tho Family 
(ID Sports Woek 
[!] Bonny Hill 
[j] News 
8:00P.M. 
Ci] World Serlos 
Q]@J Mr. Smith 
(!] (ID Washington Week In Roview 
m Tho Dukos Of Hazzard 
[L] P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movie * * * ½ "Teahouse 01 Tho August 
Moon" (1956. Comedy) Marlon Branda, Glenn 
Ford 
[!] Movre **** "Notorious" (1946, 
Suspense) Cary Gtant, lngnd Bergman 
[Bl Movlo * * "Fivo Days One Summer" ( 1982, 
Orama) Sean Cannery, Betsy Brantley 
6:30P.M. 
OJ [l!J Tho Conehoads 
[!] CID Woll $treat Week 
[L] HoolthBoot 
9:00P.M 
Q] [l!J Menimal 
[!] Inside Story Spoc,el Edition 
[])Dallas 
[I)MorvGriffin 
[ID Dlnnor At Julio's 
9:30P.M. 
(ID Lite Wntors 
10·00P.M. 
Q] ID!] For Love And Honor 
(!] To The Manor Born 
@) Falcon Crest 
[I]Nowe 
(ID Groat Railway Journeys Of Tho 
World 
[!] lndopondent Networl< News 
@ Movlo * t * ½ "My Favonle Year" ( 1982, 
Comedy) Peter o·Toole, Jessica Ha1J>er 
10,30P.M. 
(!] Two Ronnios 
[!I Newark And Reality 
[j] Nows 
11:00P.M. 
m!IlNows 
[!] [l!] Monty Python's Flying Circus 
II] M"A"S"H 
[!] Soap 
Ii]] lndepondent Network News 
[jJ Barney Miller 
11:15P.M. 
rnNews 
11:30P.M. 
DJ [ID Tonight 
@] CID Latenight America 
@) Movlo ** "A Howling lo The Woods" 
( 1971, Horror) Barbara Eden, Lar,y Hagman 
[D Thicke 01 Tha Night 
[!] Hawaii Flve-0 
[j] Tho Honeymooners 
11,;40P.M. 
[HJ Not Nocossarlly The Nows 
11:45P.M. 
[2] Thicke 01 The Night 
MIDNIGHT 
[j] Sanlord And Son 
12:10A.M. 
1H] Movie * * * ½ "Tho Exorc,sr· ( 1973. Hor-
ror) Ellen Burstyn, Linda Bla,r 
12:30AM. 
DJ [ID Fndey Night Vidoos 
[!] Twilight Zone 
[!] Outer Limits 
[j] Saturday Night 
1:00A.M 
[I] Soul Train 
1:15A.M. 
[al Solid Gold 
1:30A.M. 
@) Movie * * "Children Shouldn't Play W1lh 
Deed Things'· ( 1969, Horror) Alan Ormsby, Anya 
Ormsby 
[!]News 
[j] Independent Network Nows 
2:00A.M. 
Q] NBC Nows Overnight 
[11 Arnorico's Top Ten 
[!I Joo Frnnklln 
[!] Solid Gold 
1SAriiRDAYJ 
8.00A.M. 
crJ Now Zoo Revue 
m The Flintstono Funnies 
@] Human Relotlone And School Dlsc1· 
pline 
[I] The Biskitte 
[I) Wonderama 
(ID Inside Business Today 
00 Christophor Closeup 
If.ID Groat Space Coaster 
[l] Tom And Jorry And Fnonds 
(HJ Movio * * ½ "Taps" ( 198 I. Orama) George 
C Scalf, Timothy Hulton 
8:30A.M. 
rn The Monchhichio / Littlo Raocols I 
Richie Rich 
ill Tho Short Talos 
@] Civilisation 
[§] Saturday Suporcado 
[D Make Room For Daddy 
CID Computer Programme 
[!] Meet The Mayors 
Ii]] Dudley Doright 
[!] Herold 01 Truth 
9:00A.M. 
(D@]Smurtec:;i 
@] Civilisation 
[D Staraoorch 
CID Lilias, Yoga And You 
(JJ Nino On New Jersey 
[!] Jorry Folwell 
9:30A.M. 
rn Pac-Mon / Rubik Cubo / Menudo 
@] Under Sail 
[I] Kldsworld 
[ID Sports Woek 
[!] Dovey And Goliath 
10:00A.M. 
@] Cl!] Woodwright'a Shop 
[I] The Dukes 
[D Saturday Morning 
[!] Wntatllng 
[!]Eaaenco 
rm tnaldo The NFL 
10:30A.M. 
rn The Littles 
m Alvin And Tho Chipmunks 
[!] [ID Thia Old Houao 
[I] Charlie Brown And Snoopy 
@]Unde«log 
[l)HeoHaw 
11:00A.M. 
CI] Puppy / ScOOby Doo t Schoolhouse 
Rock 
m~Mr.T 
[!] [ID Houaowormlng With Charlio Wing 
(ID Movio ** "In Socioty" (1944, Comedy) 
Abboll and Costello. Kirby Gtant 
[!]BJ/ Lobo 
rm Video Jukebox 
11:30A.M. 
m Laverna & Shirley & Company 
[!] (ID Dinner At Julla'a 
~ Amazing Spider-Man / lncrodiblo 
Hulk 
rm Siakol & Ebert At Tho Movlee 
Im Movie t * "Treasure 01 The Four Crowns" 
( 1982, Adventure) Tony Anthony, Ana Obregon 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
rn Robert Schullor Special 
mBowting 
[!] CID Magic Of Oil Painting 
[]) NCAA Today 
[I)GotSmnrt 
[!] The Hardy Boys / Nancy Drew Mys-
teries 
[!] How Tho Wost Was Won 
12:30P.M. 
rn World Series 
[!] Cl!] Victory Gordon 
[]] NCAA Football 
[D Arnoricn'a Top Ton 
[l!J Thtmdorr 
t:OOP.M. 
Q] Movie * t I, "II Cemo From Ouler Space" 
( 1953, Science Fochon) Richard Carlson, Barbara 
Rush 
[!] Antiques And Americana 
[I) Movie * * "The Four Assassins·· ( 1980, 
Advenlure) 
[ID Arteceno 
[!] Movie t * "The Secrel 01 Seagull Island" 
(1981, Adventure) Prunella Ransome, Jeremy 
Bretl 
[l!J America's Top Ten 
rm Movie **·"The Bloody Fight" (No Date, 
Adventure) Alan Tang, Tan Chm 
1:30P.M. 
[!] Matinee Al Tho Bijou 
[ID Movie * * "Bord 01 Paradise" ( 1932. 
Romance) Dolores Del R,o, Joel McCrea 
ID!] NaBllville Music 
!HJ Movio ** "Legend Of The Wold" (1980, 
Drama) Dan Haggerty, Denver Pyle. 
2:00P.M. 
l!9] Naehvillo On The Road 
2:30P.M. 
OJ Movie ***!! "The Alamo" (1960, Wesl· 
em) Ja/ln Wnyno, R,chnrd W1dmar1<. 
l!9] Popi Gooa Tho Country Club 
3:00P.M. 
@] [ID Mesterpioce Theatre . 
[D Movie * ** "Jungle Book" (1942, Fania· 
sy) Sabu, Joseph Calleoa 
[!] Movlo * * "Escape" ( 1980, Drama) T,mo· 
thy Bottoms, Kay Lenz 
[ID This Week In Baseball 
[jJ Movie** "The Conlenders" (1980, Ora· 
ma) Ma!C Smgcr, Tma Andrews 
3:30P.M. 
[II NCAA Football 
ID!] Running My Way 
[Bl Movio tttl! "Tell Me A Riddle" (1980, 
Orama) Melvyn Douglas, L,la Kedrovn 
4:00P.M. 
(!]Novo 
(ID Horso Racing 
[ID Six Groat ldoas 
4:30P.M. 
[ID Lorno Groono'a Now Wilderness 
[jJ L,1110 House On The Praino 
5:00P.M. 
[!] Firing Line 
[I] Dreg Racing 
[D Starol<y And Hutch 
00 Supon,occer 
[!] Battleeter Golactico 
[l!J Movie t t * "Love And The Midnight Auto 
Supply" ( 1978, Advenlure) IA1chael Pnol<s, Londa 
Cnslal 
!HJ Video Jukebox 
6:30P.M. 
[Bl Sugar Roy's All-Stora 
EVENING 
6:00PM. 
[..TI(filNows 
@] (ID International Edition 
[D Blue Knight 
[!] Racing From Belmont 
[lJ Star Trek 
rm Movlo **II "Taps" (1981, Drama) George 
C Scoll. Timothy Hulton 
6:30P.M. 
illNBCN-s 
[!] CID Tony Brown's Journal 
[]JCBSN-s 
[!] In Search 01 ... 
7:00P.M. 
[!]HooHaw 
m The Jelleraons 
l!] lneldo Albany 
[]]Famo 
[D Welcome Bock, Kotter 
CID The Lawmakers 
[!]Tho Saint 
[f.l!J How Tho Weal Wee Won 
[j] Danco Fever 
7:30P.M. 
m Throo'a Company 
[!] (ID Agronaky And Company 
[I) All In Tho Family 
[j] Movie ***II "Tho Birds" (1963, 
Suspense) Topp, Hodron, Rod Taylor 
8:00P.M. 
rn T.J. Hooker 
Q] [ID Dttrront Strokos 
[!] Julius Wechter And The Bala Morim· 
baBand 
[I] Cutter To Houston 
[!] Movie * * * "The Dohan! Ones" ( 1958, 
Drama) Sidney P0thCI', Tony Curtis. 
[ID AU Crealuroa Great And Small II 
[!I Jocldo Gleason 
1H] Movie ttl\ "Love Child" (1982, Drema) 
(]JMOVotl 
Robe~M;. 
[!]Wro~ 
[j] Suet., 
[ID IAO'lll 
Advcn!Jre) 
[ffi Mov,et 
M1dle1 K!."\I 
D]Danc, 
[!] Mo"' 
Joseph Co: 
[!] Twihlll 
CT)Moviet 
dy) lynaR. 
Ranchipur 
ii,on 
e Goodbar 
Segal Shcl-
u 
5, Comedy) 
Mr Hype" 
:nson 
1, Drama) 
" (1953 
)Bene 
2, Horror) 
Come 
rn TIie Muppets 
[I]~NFl'83 
[]]NFL Today 
[!] Movie **" "Bound For Glory· (1977. 
Biography) David Carradine. Mclmdo Dr/Ion 
1:00P.M. 
I]] Movlo ** "Srdek,cks" (1974, Comedy) 
Lou Gosse!/, Lorry Hagman 
[I] (ID~ NFL Football 
[l] Movie * * * "RC!urn 01 The Seven" ( 1966. 
Adventure) Yul Brynner, Robe" Fuller 
I!] The Shakespeare Plays 
[!] Movie * * i, "'Culler's Tra,I" ( 1969, WeS1 
crn) John Gavm. Mansa Pavan 
1:30P.M 
@] Newton's Apple 
2:00P.M. 
@] Movlo *" "'Krng 01 The Cowboys" (1943, 
Wcslern) Roy Rogers, James Bush 
@Movio ** "Harry"s War" (1981, Comedy) 
Edward Herrmann, Geraldrne Page 
2:30P.M. 
(]]Golf 
3:00P.M. 
GJ Movio * * * '> "Ho Walked By N,ghl" 
(1948, Myslcry) Richard Basch•"· Scali Brody 
(fl Movio * * * "'Breakout" ( 1975, Advonlure) 
Charles Bronson, J1!1 lroland. 
[!]Movie**½ "S0melh1ng For Joey" (1977, 
Orama) Goraldme Page, Marc Singer 
ID] Movie **II "'Roguo Mole" (1979, Adven 
lure) Peter O'Toole, John Slond,ng 
3:30P.M. 
I!] Anliqueo And Americana 
4:00P.M. 
I]] Movio **I\ "'Bluo Knight" ( 1973, Orama) 
w,llmm Holden, Lee Rem,ck 
(ID NFL Football 
I!] Firing Line 
@] Brnvost Athlotos 
@Sitcom 
4:29P.M. 
I]] World Serios 
4:30PM. 
[])Movie 
@] Sneak Provlowa 
@] Nashville On Tho Rood 
@ The Time or Our Llvoa: The Moat 
Amazing Sixty Years In History 
5:00P.M. 
@] Doctor Who 
[l]Fame 
I!] Inside Washington 
l!]S.W.A.T. 
@] Austin City Limits Encore 
il] Movie**½ "'H,tlcr's Gold" (1975, Adven-
ture) Telly Savo/as, Robe" Culp 
5:30PM. 
[fil lnsido Albany 
@] Jock Van lmpo 
EVENING 
600P.M. 
rnQJNews 
0 Movie * * '> "'Dallas Cowboys Cheerlead· 
ers II" ( 1980. Drama) John Dav,dson. Laraine 
S1ephens 
[fil Classic Country 
I!] Hawaii Five-0 
@] Community Scono 
@ Movie **!! "Potem,ly" (1981. Comedy) 
Bu" Reynolds, Beverly D'Angelo 
6·30P.M. 
[:f]ABCNowso 
[J.]!lIDNBCNews 
@J Bluegrass Ramble 
7:00P.M. 
[:fl Ripley's Believe It Or Noll 
e Most [J.] (!ID First Camera 
arther 
edy) 
@J [ID Austin City Limits 
ill60Minutea 
[!] NHL Hockey 
[!]SohdGold 
7:30PM 
[@ Frogglo Rock 
6:00PM. 
[:fl Hardcastle & McCormick 
[J.] (!ID Knight Rider 
@J [ID Nature 
~]Alice 
[I) Star Soorch 
[!] Solute 
• @ Movie * * "'Tra,1 OI The Pmk Panther" 
(1982, Comedy) Peter Sellers. David N,ven 
6:30P.M. 
ill One Doy At A Time 
9:00P.M. [fJ Movie **" "N,ghlhawks" (1981, Drama) 
Sylveste, Stallone. Billy Deo W,//mms 
QJ Movie "'High School US A." (P1emmre, 
Comedy) Michael J Fox, Nancy McKeon 
@J [!J Masterpiece Theatre 
m Tho Jelfersons 
0 Sarajevo '64 
@l Ray Charles: A Mon And His Soul 
[!] Tony Rendall 
9:30P.M 
r,[J Goodnight, Beantown 
[!] Slskei & Ebert At The Movies 
10:00PM. 
@J Tho Polllsers 
[ID Trapper John, M.D 
0Nowa 
[filRapheol 
[!] Jimmy Swaggert 
[lJ lnclependont Network Nows 
@ Movie **II "'The Sender"' (1982. Horror) 
Kathryn Harrold, Zel1ko lvanek 
f0:30P.M. 
0 Sports Extra 
[lJ From Tho Editor's Doak 
11:00P.M 
@QJ[IDNews 
@J lsraoll Diary 
[fl arr Tho Sot 
(!I] Collogo Football 
['t] Tho World Tomorrow 
llID lndopendont Network Nowo 
[ill Odd Couple 
ill Switch 
11:30P.M 
rn The Joflersons 
@J Vietnam: A Television History 
ill Entertainment Thia Wook 
0 David Susskind 
[!]It ls Written 
llID Jim Bakker 
[!] The Honeymooners 
[@Sitcom 
ff·35P.M. 
MIDNIGHT 
QJ The Rockford Flies 
ill Movie * * "That's The Way 01 The World" 
(1975, Drama) Harvey Keitel, Ed Nelson 
@Siar Trek 
12:05A.M. 
[@ Movlo * * "Gorn' Soulh" ( 1978, Comedy) 
Jack Nicholson. Mary Steenburgen 
12:30A.M 
rn Siske/ & Ebert At Tho Movies 
rnFame 
1:00A.M 
rn Nashville On The Rood 
[!] Twilight Zono 
130A.M 
rnABCNows 
rn Taking Advantage [DJ lndepondonl Network Newo 
200A.M. 
m CBS Nows Nlghtwotch 
[I) Outor Limits 
[!] Spaco: 1999 
!BJ Movie * * * "Venom" ( 1982, Suspense) 
Nicol W1lhamson, Klaus Kmsk1 
EVENING 
B:00 PM 
G!Jffi@]Nowo 
@] 3·2·1 Contact 
[1J Throe's Company 
IID MacNeil / Lohrer Newshour [!] Buck Rogers 
[!] Love Boot 
!BJ Olivio Howton-John In Concert 
6:30P.M. 
rnABCNewsO 
Q] @I NBC News 
[!J Business Report 
mcBSNows 
[l]Tox, 
7:00P M. 
[11 Whoo/ Of Fortune 
rn Tho Joffersona 
@] MacNe1I / Lehrer Newshour 
[ID Entertoinmont Tonight 
[LJM'A'S'H 
[!] Business Report 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
@Inc Tac Dough 
ID] Fantasy Island 
7:30P M 
[11 P.M. Magazine 
Q] [!ID Family Feud 
[IDM'A"S'H 
0 All In The Family 
[ID Inside Albany 
[!]Bonny HIii 
[!]News 
@ Frogglo Rock 
8:00P.M 
rn That's lncrediblel 
[1] [!ID Boone 
@] [ID Tho Oil Kingdoms 
[I] Scarecrow And Mrs. King 
0 P.M. Magazine 
[!] Movie *** "El Cid"' (1961, Advenlure) 
Charlton Heslon, Sophia Loren 
ITil Mov10 ** "'Execulrve Action" (1973, 
Suspense) Bu" Lancaster, Wrll Geer 
@ Movio * * "legend 01 The Wild"' ( 1980, 
Drama) Dan Hagge~y. Deover Pyle 
8:30P.M. 
[l] Carol Burnell And Friends 
9:00PM. 
[11 NFL Football 
Q] @I Movie "Pol,cewoman Cen1e~old" 
(Premiere. Orama) Melody Anderson. Ed Man· 
naro 
@] CID The Shakespeare Ploys 
mArterMASH 
(I)MervGrilfin 
9·3QP.M 
mNowhort 
10:00PM. 
~] Emerald Point N.A.S 
[I]Newa 
[!] lndopendont Network News 
@Movie** "F,ve Days One Summer· ( 1982. 
Drama) Scan Connery, Betsy Brantley 
[jJJ Nows 
GiJmNows 
[LJM'A'S'H 
[!]Soop 
10.30P.M 
11:00PM. 
@I Independent Network Nows 
[!] Barney Miller 
11:30P.M. 
QJ ®] Tho Bost 01 Carson 
@J IID Lotonight America 
mttaMToHort 
0 Thicke or Tho Night 
[!] Hawaii Five-0 
[!] The Honoymoonera 
11:55P.M. 
[@ Movie * * * t, "The World Accordmg To 
Garp" (1982, Comedy) Robm W,11,nms, Mary Beth 
Hu" 
MIDNIGHT 
rnNews 
[!] Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
rn Thicke 01 Tho Night 
[I] Late Night Wllh David Lenermon 
@J Twilight Zone 
[!] Outer Limits 
ID] Saturday Nlgh1 
12.40AM 
();]Columbo 
1·00 A.M. 
0 Hogan's Horoes 
1.30 AM 
Q] NBC News Overnight 
(I) Chico And Tho Man 
[!] Nows 
[!]indopendentNetworkNewo 
2:00AM. 
[~ CBS Nows N1ghtwatch 
[I] Amorlcn's Top Ten 
[!] Joo Franklin 
[jJ]Emergoncy 
[tuesoAYi 
EVENING 
6:00P M 
[I) m [!ID Nows 
@] 3-2· f Contact 
0 Three'a Company 
[!!] MacNeli I Lohror Newshour 
[!] Buck Rogors 
[jJ Love Boat 
[@Movie** "A Cry For Love" (1980. D1ama) 
Susan Blakely, Powers Boothe 
6:30P.M. 
[11 ABC News D 
[I] !!ID NBC News 
i@J Business Report 
mcBSNews 
[I] Tax, 
7 OOPM 
[11 Whoel Of Fortune 
rn Tho Jellorsons 
@] MacNeil / Lohror Nowshour 
m Entertainment Tomght 
U]M'A'S'H 
(]] Business Report 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Lough-In 
[!_ID Tic Toe Dough 
[!] Fontosy Island 
7.30P M. 
[2] P .M Mogozino 
[.l] @l Family Feud 
mM"A'S'H 
[I] All In The Family 
[ID Joe Patemo'a TV Ouartorbocks 
[!] Benny Hill 
[.!]News 
7·59P.M 
IT]WorldSerroo 
8:00PM 
[""1) Just Our Luck 
QJ@]Tho A-Team 
@][!]Nova 
m Tho Miosisalppi 
[I] P.M. Magazme 
[!] Festrval '83: Now Jersey's H1ddon 
Treaouroo 
[Il Mo~io **'" "Anything For Lovo" (1974 
Suspense) Candice Bergen, Charles Grodrn 
!BJ Ono Mon's Fight For L1lo 
8:30PM 
IT]HappyDoys 
[I] Carol Burnett And Friends 
[!] Mov,o *** "The Mishls" (1961, Orama) 
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe 
9.00PM 
[11 Throe'o Company 
Q] ®] Remington Steele 
@] !ID V1etnom: A Telovis1on History 
[[) Movie "China Rose" (Premiere, Adventure) 
George C Scott. Ah MacGraw 
[I]MervGrilfln 
!BJ Movie * * ', "Love Child' ( 1982, Orama) 
Amy Madigan, Beau Bridges 
9:30 PM. 
[11 Oh, Modelino 
10:00 PM. 
[1)Hsrt To Hart 
Q]@] To Be Announced 
@] Ono Third OJ A Nol10n 
[l]Nowa 
[!!] Wild America 
[jJJ lndepondenl Network News 
I0:30P.M. 
[fil Fall And Riso or Roginold Perrin 
[jJ]Newa 
11:00PM. 
C!JQJmNews 
@] [fil Monty Python's Flying Circus 
(I]M'A'S'H 
[!] Soop 
[@ Independent Network Nows 
[jJ]BomoyMillor 
[@ Movio * * "Jinxed'" ( 1982. Comedy) Belle 
M'1dler, Ken Wahl 
11:30P.M. 
IT] [tJ Thicke OJ The Night 
[!] [oJ Tonight 
@J IID Latemght America 
[I] Magnum, P.I. 
[!] Hawaii F1vo-O 
[jJJ The Honoymoonors 
MIDNIGHT 
[ill Sanford And Son 
12:30A.M. 
QJ Lalo Night With D0v1d Letterman 
@] Tw1l1gh1 Zone 
(!] Children Running Out or Timo 
[jJJ Saturday Night 
12.40A.M 
rn:lMcCloud 
12.45 AM. 
[HJ On Locot,on 
I OOAM 
IT]Nows 
CT] Hogan's Heroes 
1:30A.M 
Q] NBC Nows Overnight 
[I] Chico And The Mon 
[!]Nows 
[j] lndopondonl Network News 
t:50A.M 
!BJ Mov,o *** "Ghosl Story" (1981, Horror) 
Fred Asla1re, John Houseman 
2:00 A.M. 
[s] CBS Nowo N1ghtwolch 
CT] Movie * * * "Four Daughlers" ( 1938, Ora 
ma) Lane Sisters, Claude Rams 
[!] Joe Franklin 
[jJ] Emorgoncy 
i WEDNESDAY i 
EVENING 
6:00P.M. 
Q)ffi@]Nows 
[!J 3·2· 1 Contact 
0 Throe's Company 
CID MocNell / Lohror Nowshour 
[!] Buck Rogers 
[!] Love Boot 
6·3QP.M. 
Cl]ABCNowso 
Q]@]NBCNews 
@] Businoas Roport 
mcBSNewa 
[I]Toxi 
7:00P M 
[11 Wheel Of Fortune 
rn The Jellorsono 
@] MocNeil / Lehrer Nowshour 
m Entortainmont Tomght 
(I)M'A'S'H 
(]] Business Report 
[!] Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
I!]! Tic Toe Dough 
ID] Fonlosy Island 
7:30 PM 
DJ P.M Magazine 
Q]@] Family Feud 
mM'A·s·H 
0 All In The Fam,ly 
[l[]At Issue 
rneenny Hr/I 
[D]Nows 
[~",\] Video Jukebox 
7:59 P.M. 
rn World Serres 
a·ooP.M 
[11 The Fall Guy 
DJ [!ID Root People 
@1 [ID Hrller's Number Ono Enomy Bur· 
1ed Alive 
I HL ITH/\LA:S l!J 
,,J WEDNESDAY CONT. l 
[}]Whiz Kids 
[DP M Magazrno 
[I) Nine On Now Jor soy 
[!] Movie * * ', "N,ghl Chase· I 1970 
Suspense) David JanssM, Yaphel Kalla 
[@ Movie ** "Go,n· South" (1978 Comedy) 
Jack Nicholson Mary Sloenburgen 
BJOP M 
[D Coro! Burnett And Fnonds 
[i/J NHL Hockoy 
9:00P.M 
[1] Dynasty 
LlJ [.oj Tho Focts 01 LIie 
@] [ID Eddie Boyd· Bonk Robber 
~JM01r10***"SOB (1981,Comedy)W,1 
ham Holden Julie Andrews 
[JJ Merv Griffin 
9 30 PM. 
QJ @I Family Ties 
1000PM 
[1)Ho1el 
Q] @I I Love Men 
[l]News 
[!] lndopondont Network News 
[L~ Tho T1mo 01 Our L1vos: Tho Most 
Amazing Si•1y Years In History 
10JOP.M 
@] [ID lna,do The While House 
[!] Nows 
11:00PM 
rnQJNewo 
@] [ID Monty Python's Flying Circus 
[LJM'A'S'H 
II 30P.M 
[~] (D Thicke OJ Tho Night 
IJ] ~9] Ton/Qhl 
@J @.J Lotonight A.n,onco 
ffiNows 
rn Hawaii F1vo-O 
[!] Tho Honeymooners 
[.4) Movio * * Trail 01 The P,nk Panlher 
( 1982, Comedy) Pcrer Sellers. David Niven 
MIDNIGHT 
ffi Police Story 
rl.] Sanford And Son 
12 30AM 
[.l] Lalo Nlgh1 W,111 Dovrd Letterman 
@] T wdight Zone 
[?] Outer Limrts 
OJ] Saturday N1gh1 
I OOA M (J]Nows 
C,J Hogan's Heroes 
110A.M 
([] Movie • * ,., "Curse 01 fhc Black Widow · 
( 1979, Suspense) Tony Franciosa Donna Mills 
D~ Mov,o * * "The F,,51 T,mo" ( 1982 
Romance) Tim Choa1e. Knsla Erickson 
1.30A.M 
DJ NBC Nows Ovormghl 
[I) Chico And Tho Man [!] Mews 
(i]J lndopendenl Nolwork Newa 
2.00A.M. 
ffl Movie * * * ·c111,c·s Gho,ce ( 1963, Com 
edy) Bob Hope Luc,lle Ball 
@I lndopondenl Nolwork Nows 
[j] Barney Miller [!] Joe Franklin [!] Emorgoocy 
Movie Ratings 
Outatand,ng 
Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Not Bad. 
Fair. 
Poor 
**** 
•••i. 
*** 
••i. 
** 
•i. 
• 
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' -~ ~ *C0MM0NS CLCITHINGI * -~ ~ ~' 
~, Have fun just brousing- or get serious about our great ~ 
~: selection of hats- not dyed 100° / cottons- army /navy- ~ 
~
i ragwool sweaters, hats and scarfs- ~ 
MUCH MORE- ] 
Largest HALLOWEEN selection in the area. ~ 
l@ 107 South Cayuga Street Ithaca, New York ~ (607) 273-0181 -~ 
~'"~~~""-~~"S-"'S~~~"""--SS.'S..~ 
SKINNY MINNY'S 
puts 
ICE CRE~M on your DIET 
" we make a different delicious navor of our dietar} 
frozen des~ert every day of the m~nth. 
Made with skim milk to 
cut the calmes of ice cream In HALH L ....... :::.~;;;· ~~ee~~~·::~ ....... . 
FREE CONE 
any size 
"'ith purchase of same size cone at regular v,tu, 
at SKINNY MINNY'S 
Clinton West Plaza 
next to co-op Jaundry 
277-3418 
Mon-hi 9~9 
Sat 10-6 
offer valid tbru COUPON 10/19/83 
-------------- -------------~. 
------------------------------------------
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/ -------- CLOTHING lO'foOFF t 
I g ff 
I i ITHACA HOODEDSWEATSHIRTS g 
· $13.95 ff 
! STD. ·wGT. Gray/Navy/White .. $4 OFF ff 
: ________ DUOFOLD i 
College Outfitters TURTLENECKS .. $2 OFF 
111 N. AURORA ST. 
NIKE .. ADIDAS .. ETO NI C--TRETO RN- K-SWISS .. 10-30 % .OFF 
BYFORD of ENGLAND 
Sperry Topsider Sweaters 40-50 % OFF 
GERRY JACKETS 20 % OFF 
'\ ff nm rooo AND WINt: AT · 
I i 1TUl)l3ACI\~, 
· g CJhe Grand'<JJame of Ithaca, eN. Y 
' ROUTE 13 • ELMIRA'-ROAD • (607) 272-6484 ~ 
TOO l'lARVfLOUS fOK WORDS. 
I I i ~ ,...,..,_ I 
1
1 
Downtown Ithaca Commons I 
272-7622 '1 ff ii 
iJ~~~~~~~~~::S:SltS:Sl~-- _Ji _ Open Thurs.& Fri-. 'ti! 8 p.m. j 
~NIIIIM...-C~~~~~~~,....C 
()( !Ober I], IIJ/l:I 
OPEN MIKE NIGHT IS 
COMING!~ 
That's right ..... 
BOBBY & 
THE MIDNIGHTS 
Special Guests .. 
The DRONGOS 
October 23rd 8:00 PM 
Ben Light Gym 
Ithaca College 
Tickets on sale at the Egbert Union 
$6.50 I.C. students 
$7 .50 General ~ 
When I snap m 
1ngers 
ou 'II remember 
verything .... 
----------------
The ITHACA COLLEGE 
CHAPTER of the :. 
I Ill·. 1111.\( .. \N 21 
AMERICAN: . . i,· 
MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
BALLoo··N 
SALE 
This Saturday, OCTOBER 15TH 
\\. Buy your 
S\~ ~£ "GO BOMBERS" balloons 
at the football game or in the Union. 
Support your *1 "HIGH ENERGY" 
or2anization ! 
WNY DON'T.nu ea EAT 
ON US??? 
&-ht-tit !f oo..r EntrJ For th£ EGBERT lJ/(ioPl'5 
OON.TIXLli)'~ 
GivE.it~u~Tol)\ . 
*lHEI ( PUB IS CHFV\161N6 
rf's NR/1£. 
*UITRiES Musr bE REC.E JVtO by 
Ef,BERT UN1otJ by Nov. 11, 1'1'E3 
by S!OOp,-t. 
ltRLLENTRiESHUSTbE 5u.bHi77ED 
ON ll 3x5 INDEX CA~D wit!, 11 N!1M£1 CAHPU:S 1/1,DRESS. PHONE 
IWD REASON Why thE AA.b 5houlD 
bE NIIHED /:IS :j(uh. 
jctJ,AJµER. WiLL REl!.£1\/£ II DiµA19t 
f:'oR ~ /.fT H»E. GRq'STONE INN. 
PREPARE FOR: 
LSAT• GNIAT· GRE 
MCAi • OAT • GRE PSYCH 
. GRE BIO• MAT'• PCA.T • OCAT. 
\J AT • TOEFL• SSAi • PSAT 
SAT• ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT, 
C\ass begins: 
ocI. 19 
oci: .13 
Prepare for: 
12/83 
12/83 
LSAT 
GRE 
277-3307 
636 W. State Street 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Permanent Centers In More Than 115 Ma1or U.S. cu,n & Abroad 
"On 
Nov.17th, 
adopt 
a friend 
who 
smokes:' 
Help o friend get through· 
the cloy without o c1goret1e 
They might 1us1 quit 
forever Arid that's 
important Because good 
fnencls ore hara to find ' 
And ever tougher to lose 
THE GREAT 
AMERICAN 
+~=~-
... //, ........................... . 
.;, J. I • o. I • ... ., s •'~ • • • • • 
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SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
FOR PARENTS' WEEKEND 
Store Hours: 
Saturday, October· 15 
- 9:00 am until 3:00 pm 
Sunday, October 16 
9:00 am until 3:00 pm 
Outward Bound is a shot of 
high adventure in the wilderness. 
And a lot more. 
It's a tnp that'll show vou what 
you·re made of. -
You can disco\'er vou can do 
almost anything you want-1fyou 
try. 
Our 3-week experience in selt-
conf1dence sure isn't easy. But it 
might just last you the rest of your 
life. 
Your first challenge: send for 
full information. 
Nunu· 
e>t r<'<'l 
Stat., Zip 
S, lino\ 
Phorn.-
C'hctk the <·our--,c-., that 1ntere~t you 
Cdnm·1nJ.! Dt·Sl·rt t':X}ll'dltloni..._ 
Whne water W1Jd,·rnt·~~ 
rafting backpack111g 
Sailing Mountalnccnng 
Outward Bound, Dept CG, 
384 Aeld Point Rd. 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
phone toll free (800) 243-8520 
l) No exper1ence necessary. 
~l Quru,ard Bound admits srudenis of any 
r sex. race. color and naltonal or ethnic 
" origin. We are a norr,rofll organization 
Scholarships auatlaole . 
. ,. . ,. ......... - .................. ~ 
O< 101>cr 13, 1983 1111: 11 II\( -\~ 2.1 
ITHACA COLLEGE BUREAU OF CONCERTS PRESENTS 
Bobby and the Midnites 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 23rd • 8:00 pm 
ITHACA COLLEGE BEN LIGHT GYM 
AN· EVENIN$ WITH 
BOBBY AND THE MIDNITES 
with special guests THE DRONGOS 
- featuring - . 
Bob Weir (of the Grateful· Dead), Billy Cobham (Gloss Menagerie), 
Kenny Gradney (Little Feet), Bobby Cochran (Klngfis~). Dave Garland. 
TICKETS: 1.C. STUDENTS $6.50, GENERAL PUBLIC $ 7 .·~o 8t DAY OF SHOW 
/ 
Available at Egbert Union, 1.C. - Tech HI Fl, Pyramid Mall - Collegetown Bagels, College Ave. 
CTB Appetizers, Trtphammer Mall - Corey Unl01?, SUNY Cortland - Desert Store Recor~. Syracuse 
- I /. -. . 

THI: ITIIAC:11.N l5 
Photographs: 
Geoff Doootan/Cayugan 
Marc Fitzsimmons/ llhncan 
Andy Seymour/1.C Student 
CAMPUS 
Phorographs: 
Joe Epsleln/ltb11c11n 
LIFE 
Marc fllzsimmons/ltll11can 
Layout: 
Marc Fltzslmmons/llll11can 
,. ~: 
O< mber 13. 1983 
__________________________ _,__ 
l HE ITII/\C1\N l7 
SOUTH HILL 
I.C. Theatre Presents "The Wall" 
,\ Jewish ghetto in Warsaw is 
1hc setting of Ithaca College's 
production of Millard l..ampell's 
The Wall The story deals with 
1tw suffering of the .Jewish peo-
ple and their attempt to resist 
1tw persecution of the invading 
:'\azi forces. 
The first act introduces us to 
1hc play·s characters. the 
Jt·wish residents of the War-
'>tl\\' ghetto--a baker. the Rab-
bi. a businessman and hLc; 
farrnly. and a peddler. They 
'>lowly begin to realize that the 
c;errnans are becoming more 
powerful and are taking a 
'>lronger hold on their lives. 
rhe ghetto is soon surrounded 
hy a great wall. which prevents 
1tw Jews from leaving the now 
rcslricted area. In the second 
,ll't. the characters slowly 
()('gin to disappear as they are 
1ak<'n off by train to work 
camps. The drama really 
begins to develop here with 
1wo powerful scenes. First, the 
presentation of papers to a 
:-Jazi officer. who decides 
which Jews get to stay or to go 
10 the work camp. Then a 
1t·w1sh officer is forced to take 
his friend's wifr to the work 
camp train in order to meet hi~ 
quota. Both scenes manage 10 
be effeclive without 1Pr'ing to 
shock us because they direct-
ly involvr the story's 
characters. 
Thes1· scenes lead to a tense 
final act. in which an outpour-
mg of destruction and hatred Le; 
told through the eyes of a small 
group living within the confines 
of the ghetto. 
Although each character gets 
his/her moment. the play 
focuses on the hLLsinessman·s 
daughter. Rachel Apt (Elisa 
Kay Schwartz). who is 
transformed from a 
domesticated young woman 
into an active participant in the 
underground. and Derek 
Bolson (Charles L. Siegfried). 
an optimist who gives his help 
and suppport to the other 
characters and eventually joins 
forces with the small group of 
resisters. The activities of the 
rebels are shown. unfortunate-
ly, too briefly in the short third 
act. The formation of the 
resisters is indeed the most in-
terr:sting part of The Wall, but 
it 1s all passed over much too 
quickly to reach an unsat1sfac-
torv conclusion. 
The Wall was indeed a 
challenge for this group of 
young actors and on th<' 
whole. they cli<1 a commem-
clahl1· job. Tht' play requires 
some difficult character ac11ng 
and the results were some 
good performances from Mark 
H. Ropor as Pavel Menkt·s. An-
thony Razzano as thr Rabbi. 
who got l>e11er as the evening 
went on, as he had more to do. 
Michael Hunter Lcithead a~ his 
son. Kenneth Krugman as 
Rachel's brother Mordecai and 
T.S. Cordes as Kogan. 
Schwartz and Siegfried bnng 
dignity to their respective roles 
a~ Rachel ,md Dolek. Neal 
Matarazzo is convincing in his 
portrayal of Katz. "The walking 
conscience." but the evening 
really belongs to Robert Koch, 
who portrays the peddler 
Fishel Shpunt as a sentimental 
Schweyk. 
The play. directed by 
Richard Clark. chairman of the 
Department of Threatre Oct. 13. Performances begin at 
Arts.runs through Thursdav. 8:00 p.m. each evening in the 
Dillingham Center for th!' Per-
forming t\rts. 
The Entertainment 
-Guide to Ithaca 
---------------------------
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ACROSS 
1 Watcti 
pock Pt 
-1 Clay-colr1rp(1 
p1qment 
9 Doves cry 
1?r:x1st 
u '.... ()Ulh AlrlCiln 
J W<1qPr 
'1 Soup 111qrPc1 
1ent 
r, Bur nmq ;,s 
of documents 
6 E )(clamat1011 
7 Male sheep 
8 Lambs pPn 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
TRIVIA 
by Stephen Tropiano 
Fantasy and sorcery filled 
our T\' screens each week as 
wr watched lhc escapades of 
our favorite witch, Samatha 
Stevens, in lhe comedy Bewit-
ched. Whether it was Elizabeth 
Montgomery or the special ef-
fec1s that kept you 1uned in for 
eight seasons of fun. Bewitch-
ed had and still has a large 
following, as ii is still popular 
1oday in reruns. Take lhe 
following quiz and find out 
how much you remember 
about Samatha and Darrin. 
LAST 
w 
namP 
9 Uncoutt1 
v1il 1qe 
14 5'u cor 
15 Hel ,eat 
17 C,~nter 
19 G,)ld fabric 
2 1 Diphthong 
person 
10 Lubr1c;,tp 
11 Poem 
16 Island 1r1 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
EE 22 Sk1ri problem 25 Mac~w 
27 App, oach 
J 1 Cry 0 1 cow 
32 Paper and 
pend ~aler 
34 Part of to be 
35 Hawai.an 
rootstock 
36 Attem~1t 
37 Sun god 
38 Florida 
Indians 
41 Roman god 
42 Stupefy 
43 Negative 
prefix 
114 Location 
45 Latin 
con1unction 
4 7 Beehive state 
49 Crucial times 
53 Peaceful 
57 Goal 
58 Thurmond of 
the Senate 
60 Fuss 
61 Soft food 
62 Mountain 
lakes 
63 Seed 
container 
DOWN 
1 01stant 
~, Oslo coin 
Paris 
18 Lure 
20 Time period 
22 Collect 
23 Heavenly 
body 
24 Negative 
26 Special con-
s1derat1on 
28 Prepos1t1on 
29 Earn 
30 Expunge 
32 Offspring 
33 Federal agcy 
35 Evergreens 
39 Fraternity 
letter 
40 - Grant'· 
41 501 Rom 
44 Haggard title 
46 Trial 
48 Limbs 
49 Headgear 
50 Inlet 
51 Demon 
52 Amtrak stop 
54 Short sleep 
55 Art1f1c1al 
language 
56 Food fish 
59 Amtrak train 
I. What two actors played the 
role of Darrin Stevens'! 
2. What advertising firm did 
Darrin work for? 
3. Who is Samatha's family 
physician? 
4. Paul Lynde played which 
warlock relative? 
5. Who is the Stt>vPns· nosey 
neighbor? 
6. What are tht' names of Dar-
rin's parents'? 
7. Elizabeth · Montgomery 
played Samatha's cousin 
Serena. What actress is 
credited for the role? 
8. What is the name of the 
Stevens· maid? 
9. What is Larry Tate's wife's 
name? 
10. What does Endora call her 
son-in-law'? 
K 
Answers to last week's quiz on 
All in the Family 
I. The show's closing theme b 
"Remembering You". 
2. All in the Family is based on 
the British series Till Death Do 
Us Part. 
3. Maude, The Jeffersons and 
Gloria were three spin-offs 
from the series. •· 
4-. The local bar that Archie 
patroned and later bought is 
Kelsey's. 
5. Maude Findlay is Edith's 
cousin. 
6. The Bunker's address is 704-
Houser Street in Queens. 
7. Archie worked for the 
Prendergast Tool and Dir 
Company. 
8. Archie drove a cab for Berl 
Munson. 
9. The Stiv1c·s baby boy is 
named Joey. 
10. Mike's profession is 
teaching collegf'. 
Music Notes 
by Dave Marsh 
H.E.M.: MURMER (IRS)·-Four 
stars 
There's something so seduc-
tive about the neo-folk-rock 
mix of jingly-jangly guilars and 
urgent rhythms I hat 
characterizes several of the 
best new bands of the past 
rnuple years (U2. Alarm. Big 
Country, Marshall Crenshaws 
al moments. and certainly 
lhesc guys) 1ha1 you're inclin-
ed to forgive the practitioners 
of the device just about 
rverylhing. In H.E.M.'s cast>, 
TOYOTA COROLLA 
LIFTBACK 1978 
Excellent condition, air, 
5-speed, attractive 
177-1178 
Last week's so/utwns 
that means a preciowmess 1ha1 
could render the group nol 
much more than the Yank 
equivalent of XTC's invcr1ed 
pastoralism. So I'm quite 
satisfied not understanding the 
words on most of this (though 
it might be nice to have the 
sheel on "Radio Free 
Europe"), trusting that Michael 
Stripe will head in lhe postur-
ing direclion of Jim Morrison 
sooner or later. and that the 
band's rough edges will 
become slicked down. And 
that I will still dig the groove, 
delight in the mystery and 
mistrust the whole process. 
ing as dearly and forcefully as 
ever on the best tracks herr: 
,. Across the Tracks," tlw 
opener, is a particularly fet-
ching reworking of the Del 
Shannon true-love-on the-
wrong-side-of town theme. 
Ten years down the line it's 
still true that when Nils wants 
to rork'cm. he ran do so 
completely. 
vide the grit. while drummer 
Frank Hailey and bassist Eric 
Gotthelf add the groove. 
Douglas Farage·s vocals (an<I 
the brothers· lyrics) leave a bit 
to be desired. but as EP-level 
debuts go, lhis one is more 
than promising. 
and thal he planned to "rarr~ 
on with the same dedication a., 
in the star1." 
Jones. a founding member of 
the "Clash." cowrote nearly all 
of the band's material wilh 
Strummer and sang two of lhc 
group's biggest hits, "Train in 
Vain" and "Should I Stay or 
Should I Go." Jones was no1 
available for comment, but a 
friend described him as "hun 
and angry" over getting the 
boot. "He seemed very sur-
F-H D1\ VID: ·wonos· (Carrere)- Joe St rummer and Paul prised." said the source. ad-
-Three stars Simonon have kicked guitarist ding that Jones hadn't yc1 
The title is ironic. since Mick Jones out of the "Clash." decided on his future plans 
what's interesting about this "II was felt that Jones has Rumors circulating through 
=========== French d.o.r. disc is its sound, drifted apart from the original London had Jones joining 
which is lithe and propulsive, . idea of the 'Clash."' the p~ir "Spear of Destiny" for their up-
never thundering or plodding said in a "Clash Communique" coming tour or working wilh 
but still discernably a part of dated September 1st. "In the ex-"Clash" drummer Topper 
rock and roll as we·vc known future, (Jones· departure) will Headon. Meanwhile, Strummer 
it. The lyrics arc an after- allow Joe and Paul to get on and Simonon were laying 
thought. But with a surface this with the job the 'Clash' set out down tracks for the first .Jones-
NILS 
WONDE.RLANU (t\&M)--Three 
stars 
Lofgren·s career resembles 
Ian Hunter·s. though he's never 
had a peak as heady as .. All 
the Young Dudes." The mo-
ment when he might have 
become a Springsteen-Seger-
Petty level superstar has pass-
ed. yet he faithfully turns out 
records that would make lhe 
kind of sense he.wants them 
to only if he had a huge au-
dience. Well. whether or not he 
ever gets it, Lof~ren is speak-
splendid. it's hard to mind. to do from the beginning." No .. 1e•s•s.·.·c.1a•s•h-LP •. _____ .. 
further explanation of the sur-
DFX2: EMOTION (MCA)--Three prising move was forthcoming 
stars 
Despite the group's name, 
not synthesizer pop at all. but 
funk-rock that picks up where 
the Rolling Stones· "Emotional 
Rescue" left off. Guitarists 
Douglas and David Farage pro-
from the band, but Jones did 
release a statement of his own. 
Calling the official press state-
ment "untrue," Jones asserted 
that "there was no discussion 
with Strummer and Simonon 
prior to (my) being sacked," 
I 00 percent wool sweaters from 
Equador in rich, beautiful colors! 
cardigans and pullovers, just 
S70 at Rio de Lana in Center 
Ithaca, downtown on the 
Commons. 
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F a Ford Aud. 
Music 
N = Nabenhauer Room 
OctobeJr. 14 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
Symphonic Band, 8:15 pm 
(F) 
OctobeJt 15 
Jr, Recital, Carl Johen-
~· 4 pm 
Wind Ensemble; Jazz 
Works~op, 8:15 pm (Fl 
Octcbvi. 16 
Choral Ensembles; Concert 
Band, 3 pm (F) 
Grad. Recital, Donna 
Resue, 7 pm (N)--
Sr. Recital, James West 
8:15 pm (F) 
Oc.tDbvr. 17 
Faculty Recital,~ 
~. 8:15 pm, (F) 
Oc.tobeJt 19 
Grad Recital, Charlotte 
Palmiter, 8:15 pm (F) 
Oe,tobeJt 20 
Faculty Flute Recital, 
David Berman, 8:15 pm 
(F) 
OctobeJt 21 
Alumni Recital, Katherine 
Hannauer, 8: 15 pm (F) 
Theatre/Films 
SA.ll Film "Brian's Song" 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Charged 
"The Wall", Main Theatre, 
Dillingham, 8 pm 
Oc..tobv,, 15 
SAB Film "Brian's Song" 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Charged 
"The Wall", Hain Theatre, 
Dillingham, 8 pm 
Oc.tobv,, 16 
SAB Film "Paper Moon", 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
Admission Charged 
Oc.tobvi. 20 
11 Echos 11 , Arena TI1eatre, 
Dillingham, 4 pm 
SAB Film "Kramer vs. 
Kramer" Textor 102, 
7&9:30 pm, Admission 
Charged 
"Echos", Arena Theatre, 
Dillingham, 8 pm 
Lectures/Seminars 
Oc.tobvi. 15 
Percussion Lecture/ 
Recital, 3:00 pm (N) 
Oc.tobe.n. 17 
Resume Critique, Career 
Planning, 3 - 4:30 pm 
Oc,tobvr. 18 
Speaker on Advertising -
Dr, Craig Lambert, 8 p~, 
Ford lla:l.l 
Qctobvr. 19 
Resume Writing, Gannett 
111, 1:30 - 2:30 pm 
Jordan Marsh Seminar, 7 
- 8 pm, TBA 
Leadership Workshop 
Serie3, DeMotte Room, 
5 - 6:30 pm 
Resume Critique, Career 
Plannin~, 5 - 7 pm 
Tvilight Zone Series: 
Jane Jlanks, T102, 7 pm 
Meetings 
Octobe!I. 14 
Navigators Fellowship 
Mtg., DeMotte Room, 
7: 30 pm 
Shabbat Services, Chapel 
6 pm 
OctobeJt 15 
Catholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
6:30 pm 
OctobeJt 16 
Catholic Liturgy, Chapel 
9, 10:15 am & l pm 
Protestant Services, 
Chapel, 11:30 am 
OctobeJt 17 
Feminists for Awareness & 
Action ~!tg., Gannett 109, 
6: 30 pm 
OuobeJt 18 
CEtreer E:icplorstion Group, 
Job Room, 3:30 - 5 pm 
Student Congress Mtg., 
Union Dining Hall, 8 pm 
Oc..tobe!t 20 
Career E:icplorstion Group, 
Job _!lo.9m_, _3:JO_-:. 5_ pm 
SAB Speakers Committee 
Mtg._, J .Pl!!, .,r ojl jlo_om 
Liturgical Arts Guild 
Fellowship, Chapel, 
7:30 pm 
Oc..tobe!t 21 
Navigators Fetlovahip Mtg. 
IJel.lotte Room, 7: 30 pm 
Shabbat Services, Chapel, 
6 plll 
Sports 
Women's Field Hockey 
;;s. Scranton, l pr: { H l 
Varsity Football vs. 
!luffalo, l 30 pc: '.::} 
Men's Cross Country vs. 
St. Lo.-.rrence 1 2: ~a prr. 
(H} 
Oc..tobeJt 16 
Crew Team, Free~o.r. Fall 
Regatta, Davidson :~At-
house, 10 a.'t 
Oc..t.o bvi. 1 7 
Mrn's JV Soccer vs. 
Cornell, l. pm (I!) 
Oc..t.obu 18 
~kn's Soccer v~. RIT 
·r: 30 pm (H} 
Octcbvi. 19 
Women's Varsity Tennis 
rs. Willirun Sro.ith, 3:30 
p;n, (H) 
Oc.tobVt 20 
IAW Volleyball vs. E. 
Stroudsberg, 5 pm (P.} 
- - -------~. ~--j 
Etcetera 
UGtl'bM 14 
----
~chcc~ c!· : .!.., .. :,ess 
Peer ;,:.v1~1r. .... 
,\ppl1ca:::.cr.5 : ... c 
hecrwlters, :c~-
Ca.ree~ f. ·.1nn1~ ,~ 
CC"!:ChEJt 1 ... - .:..C 
?,\HEN':'S ',., L~~·~ t"''" 
(See parentz 
weekend s~t:edule 
fur u~: nr~1vit1e$ 
Octcbe.,i 18 
-----
Mid 'i'e:-r.: Gr~t!es .::ue 
:c· F:ef1~t!"ui·z =: ar.-. 
Octcbe.,t ZO 
-----
:srael1 ~anc1n~, 
Crossroads-~Lffer, 
8 pm 
Food Fns t - Fa~: 
1983 
Octobv, 21 
Deadline London Cen-
ter Sprinp: l.96 .. 
app li cat 1 o ns 
Last ~ay Add/Drop 
a.tock II Courses 
Recruiters: Ernst & 
Whinney, Career 
Planning 
Theatre 
Listings 
State Theater 
Risky Business 
7:00 and 9:15 
Sat- Sun. mat. 1:30 
Mr. Mokn 
7:00 and 9:00 
Starts Friday 
Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence 
7:00 and 9:00 
Sat- Sun. mat. 1:00 
Triphammer 
Lonely Lady 
7:15 and 9:00 
Sat. and Sun. mat. 2:00 
Never Say Never Again 
7:00 and 9:45 
Sat- Sun. mat. 1:30 
Ithaca 
The Gift 
7:00 and 9:00 
Sat- Sun. mat. 1:30 
La Nuit de Varennes 
7: 15 and 9:30 
Sat- Sun. mat. 2:00 
Pyramid 
Zelig (PG) 
Cinema 1 
Sun- Thurs. 6:30 and 9:15 
Fri- Sat. 6:30, 8:30 and 10:30 
Sat and Sunday mat. 1:30 
early 4:30 
Baby It's You (R) 
Cinema 2 
through Thursda) 6:45 and 9:45 
Tender Mercies (PG) 
Cinema 3 
Mon- Sat. 7:00 and 9:00 
Sat- Sun. 12:45 and 3:45 
The Big Chill (R) 
Cinema 4 
Mon- Sat. 6:45 and 9:45 
Sat. and Sun. mat. 1: 15 and 4: 15 
Starts Friday 
Eddie and The Cruisers 
6:45 and 9:45 
Sat. and Sun. mat. 1:30 11nd 4:30 
} THE POLICl 
Synchron,cuy - A& M • • 
2 MICHAEL 
JACKSO.'-
l·ll 
1·41 
Thnll«-Ep,c"" ______ _ 
3 0A\1DnOWlL 1 ll 
L,,1'• Danct-1:MI • • 
4 BILL) JOEL 6·6 
An lnnoc:mr Man - Columhi, 
5 T,\L"l!',;l; HEADS 9 14 
Spul<111g m T onguts - Sorr 
6 FLASHDA!'ICE 
Sound~ck-C.....hluic•"" 
~-21 
7 IACKSO'.'. 6ROW'.'JE 4 "6 
UW)'tn in l..ovt-Ekkira 
8 STE\ 1E NICKS 12 " 12 
TI>t Wrld H=n- Modrm • • 
9 DEf LEPPARD 
Pyrorn.anl..ill- Mr-rcui, • • 
10 THESTRA) 
CATS 
luntn'R.avr-EMI 
16 34 
14· l 
1} ROBtRT PLANT 11 ' 9 
Prmcrplr of Momeni.-A,l.1110, 
12 ,{su 6 ' 6 
Al~-G.tfrn 
13 MOODY BLU~ '\._Jj 
Thr Prewn• - Thr«hokl 
14 THEFIXX 
Reach 1h. Beach-MCA• 
15 STAYINGALIVE 
Soundtncl<- RSO" • 
14·14 
10·9 
16 ACIOC J6·J 
Flid< of the Switd,- Ad.annc 
} 7 EL VIS COSTELLO 7-7 
Pls,d, dleClod<-Columl,,. 
18 ZZTOP 20·2J 
Eliminal«- WB" • 
....,...,'Ir,,'",,,&..,.,,...,. /,,:,~.,,, .,//-..," pv,,n,,,, 
/1,n ..,.,.. 1/v ~ a-,J ,,...,...,, 1h,, .. 1/ r,,., ,,,.,., , •• 
.,..,.,, .igr ,for ,.,,,u "'"'"'"'' ,,i,, ,,.,. ~ .. ..,t,.,. ,., 
........ , ... ,h...,., 
19 00'.'-:--A 
SUM;,.,IER 
~ Wodu Hvd fo, ii>< Mont,, 
-Mr-rcury• 
-=::-.::c--------226 2 0 QVlET RJO r 
M_rw Htaht,-Epc" 
21 \.U:N \\1THOL'l IH, 
HATS 
Rh_ythm of Youd,- MCA 
2 2 EUR)TI-IMJCS IH6 
S•ttt Drum, Arr M.odr ofTiuo 
-RCA 
·2 3 LO\'ERBOY 
Keq,b Up-C.olumbu'" 
V !2 
24 NEIL 'tOUNG 19 6 
Evuybody'sRodun'-G.ff,n __ 
2 5 RICK J .\MES 4" 4 
Cold Blooded-Gord, 
26 STE\1E R.-n 
VAUGHAN 
T Ual Flood- Ep., 
27 \.lENAl \\()RI\ 21 "21 
C.argo-Columh.a'" 
28 l'2 ---~ 
Wu-lwnd" 
2 9 BL ITE.~IIOLLR 4'4 
No F"II.-Arw,nc 
30 C\.IL Tl.'RL 
CLUB 
KJ.N1ng lo Br Cl.-vn 
-Virgin Ep,('• 
31 BIGCOU:'-.rRi 
Thr Cros.smg - Pol,dor 
Ill·~ 
3 2 DURAN --26Tz 
Di.JRAJ'\ 
Duran Dunn-C..p,,ul' 
33 GRAHA:-,,1 
PARKER 
1l>r Real M¥a,.-Arut• 
34 JOURNEY 
Frontien-Columbi.a•• 
27·~ 
.IO·Jl 
35 BRYANADA:\1S H·.15 
C1111 lih a Knift-A&M"' 
3 6 BO:-.C'lt 1 \ 1.1:R ·\ : 
F-·n,vi Thr SpttdofLtKh•-
I Columf>:: .. 
37 ll l \1 
Munnur-:r~ 
l'I 10 
:-J 8 C,WkC,I 40 1~ 
BE:--.'>O:s; 
In Your Eyco- Wi\ • ___ _ 
3Q 10!\.I f0'.\IC.Ll 1B 1'·~ 
Clowwd,, BoM-S,., 
40 PR!:-..C:E 
1999- \'(,'F, • • 
41 TEAR.'> fOR 
FEAR~ 
12 4~ 
41 17 
i The Ho.uting - Mrrcury 
,t 2 Ql'ARTERFLASH 11 11 
T .. ~. Anocha- Picrun: -G.ffrn 
43 Hl'\t~'.'. 14 · 1~ 
LEAGUE 
F-=inat>on!-1'.6'.M 
44 AllEIBA 
FRANKLIN 
c;,.,, h Rip-Arutao 
45 JDANJE.TI 
& THE. BLACKHEAR TS 
Album-MCA" 
46 AFLOCKOF 
SEAGULi,:'> 
1-n- jrvel Aiu<. 
J8·? 
.15·11 
4 7 MADNE.s.5 - -43·20 
M...i.--Grffi,n 
48 THEKlNKS 
Seate o( Coafuoion-Arw• 
4 9 EDDY GRANT s; ;..r, 
: Kdltton d,e ~I - Pom11tiCBS" 
Dist. by 
lws .Angd.e.o cJtmu 
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Satunlay, October IS, 1983, 2:00 
p.m. Rol)Cr1 H. Treman Statf 
Park.: 
This walk will begin at the 
Old Mill at the upper entrance 
to the park off NYS Route 327. 
See the spectacular uppr-r 
gorge. 
Sunday. October 16, 1983. 2:00 
p.m.. Buttermilk. Falls Statt' 
Park.: 
Gather for this walk at the up-
per entrance on West King 
Hoad. Walk for one hour in the 
gorge, past Pinnacle Ro<'k, and 
through tile oak forest on the 
gorge rim. 
All the guided walks. except 
Taughannock Falls, will be on 
trails with stone s1eps and will 
involve some uphill going. 
Trails are sorne1imes we1 and 
leafy, so please have ap-
propriate footwear. 
Ithaca, NY--The Ithaca col- S.F.Kline Gallery in Santa Fe, 
legc Handwerker Gallery will NM; the Galaria de Arte Moder-
continue its 1983-S4 season no in Bogota, Columbia: the 
with and exhibit by local artist Elhnos Gallery in Manila, the 
Dorothy Hoyt-Dillingham oc1. Philippines; the Ubrary of Con-
21-Nov .1s. gress in Washington DC and in 
An opening reception will be other museums and galleries 
held Friday, Oct. 21 from 5-7 around the coun1ry and in 
pm. Both the exhibit and recep- Europe and Japan. Her pain-
1ion are free and open 10 the tings can also be found in 
public. many private collections. 
Primarily a landscape artist. During her career as an artis1. 
Hoyt-Dillingham will also ex- Hoyt-Dillingham has been 
hibit some of her most recent awarded the Grumbacher 
portraitures in her 30 piece Award for Oils and the Medal 
show at Ithaca College. of Honor for Graphics by the 
The Handwerker joins an im- National Association of 
pressive and growing list of Women Artists, the .lane Peter-
galleries and museums who son Awards for Oils by the 
have exhibited Hoyt· New Jersey Society of Painters 
Dillingham·s work. They in- and Sculptors and the Mary 
elude the Macbe1h Gallery; the Kelner A ward for Graphics by 
John Heller Gallery and 1hc the Brooklyn Socie1y of Artists. 
Jus1er Gallery in New York Ci- Recently, she won first prize in 
ty; 1hc Tyringham Gallery in an artist's competition spon-
Tyringham, MA: 1he David sored by the Central AJiron-
Gallen: in Ho11<;ton. TX: the dack Art Association. 
The Handwerker Gallery is 
located or the firs1 floor of 1he 
Caroline Werner Ganne11 
Center on the Ithaca College 
campus. The gallery is open 
from 9 am - 9 pm, Monday-
Thursday and 9 am-s pm on 
Friday. 
Hoyt-Dillingham will talk 
about her career and the Hand-
werker Gallery exhibit in an up-
coming segment of "What's 
Happening," a show presented 
by Ithaca Cable Channel 13: 
The show will be telecast on 
Monday, Oct. 31 and Thursday, 
Nov. 3 at 6 and 7 pm each 
evening. 
-----DANCE 
by Christine Lazor 
The dance concert JS going to 
present The Magic of Move-
ment in Dillingham's main 
theatre. Over a month of prac-
tice will be completed before 
the show is presented on Oc-
1ober 27. 28,and 29. Ray Miller 
and Eugenia Hoefflin haw 
choreographed eight different 
dances for the show. 
One of the dances to be per-
formed will be Pullin' on the 
Ritz. The costumes will ht' 
replicas of the thirties. The 
dancers will be tapping their 
toes to Taco's hit song "Pullin' 
on the Ritz." 
Another dance will be 
American Gothic, which tells 
the tale of the Scarlett Leiter. 
This twelve minute dancr 
combines dance, drama, ancl 
mime. There are four principle 
parts and four villagers who 
will dance bo1h modern and 
ballet around a house and a 
fence. 
Three girls will also do a jazz 
blues dance called the Trio. 
Another Jazz Dance will be 
performed combining the ef-
forts of three females and thrt>e 
continued on page 31 
Hoerner Theatre Dedicated 
11haca, NY --George Hoerner 
1ouched 1housands of peoplc's 
lives during his long tenure at 
Ithaca College. 
Four of those people paid 
tribute to the late professor 
emeritus when the College 
dedicated the George R. 
Hoerner Theatre on sept. 23 in 
the Dillingham Center for the 
Performing Ans. 
Earlier this year, the Ithaca 
College l!oard of Trustees 
voted to name 1he 600-seat 
theatre after Hoerner, who died 
in 19BI. 
The dedication cermonies 
featured remarks by College 
President James J. Whalen. 
veteran ac1or Richard Deacon. 
a 1950 graduate of the college: 
John Gunning. associate pro-
fessor of speech communica-
tion and Hocrner's wife. 
Dorothy. 
A native of Staten Island, 
George Hoerner began his pro-
fessional career as a set 
designer with theatre com-
panies in New York City and 
throughou1 the Northeast. He 
also worked as a commercial 
artist and cartographer with a 
New York publishing house. 
Hoerner received a Bachelor 
of Fine Arts and Masters 
degrees from Ithaca College 
and joined the faculty in 1938. 
lie later achieved the rank of 
professor and chairman of the 
speech/drama and radio/televi-
sion depar1ments. 
During his tenure, Hoerner 
played a significant role in the 
development of the College's 
Dillingham Center for the Per-
forming Aris, which houses 
two theatres and modern 
technical production facilities. 
Whalen welcomed the au-
dience at the dedication 
ceremony and noted that, "11 is 
impossible to talk about the 
quality of Ithaca Collcge·s 
drama. speech or radio· 
television programs without 
acknowledging Geor5e 
Hoemcr's contributions to 
them." 
The president cited Hoerner 
for "the lasting impact he had 
on 11haca college through his 
artistry, intelligence and his 
devotion as a facul1y member 
for 38 years. 
"Thir1y-eight years is a long 
1ime 10 devote 10 an institu-
tion," added Whalen, ·'but he 
did it because he loved it, and 
he was revered and ap-
preciated by the many 
students he 1augh1." 
One of those students was 
Deacon, a mainstay of the 
television sir-com who is best 
known for his por1rayal of 
"Mel" on the "Dick van Dyke. 
Show." He has played roles in 
a number of o1her television 
shows. including "The Life of 
Hiley," "Leave It To Beaver," 
"Mothers-In-Law," and mos1 
recently, "Love Boat," "Alice" 
and "Trapper John. M.D." He 
has also appeared in 
numerous movies and a hos1 
of thea1rical produc1ions. 
"If I had to use one word 10 
describe George Hoerner. 11 
would be crus1y," said 
Deacon. "But I mean that in the 
nices1 way. An oyster ha<; a 
crust on it's outside but inside 
1here is a beautiful pearl. That's 
like George. Inside, there was 
a beautiful human being." 
Deacon 1hen ci1ed an exam-
ple of how supportive Hoerner 
was of his students. 
"I was por1raying the role of 
"Papa" in 1he Finger Lakes 
Drama Festival's (a summer 
s1ock company) production of 
"I Remember Marna," recalled 
Deacon. "Playing 'Mama· was 
1he well-known actress Blan-
che Yurka. I was only 24 and 
she told George, 'He's awfully 
young, don't you think?' To 
which George replied. 'Yes, 
and he's a very good actor."' 
Accorqing to Deacon, on 
opening night in the middle of 
the first act, he had a simple 
line that went, "And Papa is 
the kind one." The young ac-
tor delivered his line with a 
forceful German accent, which 
drew a huge laugh from the au-
dience. The audience was 
pleased but Blanche Yurka 
was not. 
Hoerner's mind and heart, will 
serve future generations of 
students. faculty and au-
diences as a bridge from their 
past to their future." 
Another highlight of the 
dedication was the unveiling of 
a plaque commemorating the 
occasion. 
"The plaque is a beautiful 
tribute to George and we, as a 
family, are extremely proud 
1hat his talents have been so 
recognized," said Doro1hy 
Hoerner. "George loved 1thaec1 
College and I have a feeling hL'> 
great happiness is shared with 
ours today." 
ORSEBACK RIDIN 
The Far Country 
ss.oo for Ph hours
1 
of 
Wilderness Trai s 
Also Havrides. 
1-315-496-942 
"At the end oi the first act, 
she shouted at me, 'How dare 
you upstage me!' So here I 
was a young apprentice being 
criticized by a veteran a~tress. 
I wanted to jump into Cayuga 
Lake. I thought I had done 
something wrong." 
HAVE YOUR CAR PROF~SIONAILY ~ ~ ~·1 Adds Deacon, "But jus1 then. George came rushing in and said, 'You didn't do a thing 
wrong, you did it right. If you )jj 
get a laugh, keep going.' I tl 
could have been destroyed t>y ~ 
1he incident but George saw I ~ 
was in trouble and saved my 
whole atti1ude and we had a 
fine run." 
As an alumnus and faculty 
member for 38 years, Hoerner 
fostered the fine reputation 
shared by Ithaca's theatre ans 
and speech communication 1 
departments. one of those 
who have helped maintain that 
reputation is John Gunning, 
who has vivid memories of 
Hocrner's administrative style. 
"He did no1 believe 1ha1 a 
committee could successfully 
design a stage set or direct a 
play," said Gunning. "Although 
he listened to all points of 
view, he made the decision. In 
short, the buck stopped with 
George. Yet, he was equally 
willing to admit his mistakes as 
well as give credit to those 
who helped him make a deci-
sion when that decision turned 
out to be a successful one." 
No doubt speaking for many 
in the audience, Gunning add-
ed, "George Hoerner helped us 
get from where we were to 
where we would be. This 
theatre, which owes so much 
of its educational and entertain-
ment functions to George 
. CIB10M GIASS TINTING ~ 
~· Specializing in Cars, Trucks, Vans, Boats 
5 Year Warranty 
Jack lt:dge~ l.aurie Benedict 
273-8010 
Call For A Free E's limalc 
Great For A 
Birthday 
Anniversary 
Party orto ~ 
'Embarrass 
a Friend -
Balloon a Gram 
Gori Ila Grams, 
elegrams too 
itty Ditty wiU 
Sing for You~ 
CALL: 
27:t-479S 
;. 
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Ocrober 13, 1983 
Weekend 
Harvest 
1111aca College students help 
IIH' downtown l!haca Business 
\,~ociation make Apple 
11,1r\"<·st ·33 a special weekend. 
1 he event coordinator. Jean 
l><'rrnng. is an ltharq College 
,t·r11or who is doing a Fall 
,mwster internship under the 
direction of Howard Cogan. 
\1,irkcting Director of the 
D I.B.:\. and assistant pro-
b~or of advertising in the 
sc-hool of Communications. 
The students enrolled in the 
Hr·nration Planning course. 
,upr~rvised by Dr. Laura G. 
Howe. assistant professor of 
recreation. have organized a 
< hildren·s opening ceremony 
for Apple Harvest Weekend 
'H.l. Citizens Savings Bank con-
1r11,uted the financial support 
nffcssary for the class to work 
at 6:30 PM. Friday. Orto!)('r 14. 
Steve Harris. Ithaca College's 
Witty Ditty ~Ian will be there to 
smg an opening tC'lcgram ancl 
send off balloon messages. 
On Saturday. October 15 at 
12:30 on the Cornmon~. the 
String and Oboe Quartet featur-
ing: Annika Pfluger, Janna 
Pfluger, Kari Swift and Wendy 
Reichart will provide a musical 
introduction to the fall and 
winter fashion show. Modeling 
for Gallery 121 will be fine arts 
major Nikki Clarke. Nikki's 
daughter Jennifer. age6. and 
Professor Howard Cogan·s 
grandson. Alex. age 2. will 
model for Cat' Pajamas. 
Throughout the afternoon jug-
glers Todd Mcleish and John 
\1i ·1 •! I ~ 
--
' 
Beers will llt' performing at 
Logo·s Bookstore. Join them 
lor a lesson in Apple Juggling. 
The Ithaca College String Or-
chestra will open Sunday·s 
r'. 
,~ with the children of the com- 32nd BMI 
f: ,nunity. The class conducted \':: AWARDS f.'i.· workshops in apple history, apples and nutrition. and apple 
-=~ an at local schools and recrea-
lion centers. A children's New York, N.Y .. Sept. 15 --The 
p,irc1clc. costume contest ancl 
pany are planned for the open· 
u1g n~rcmony on tht' commons 
continued from ~e Jo 
rnc1lcs for many lifts and leaps. 
The choreographers have put 
1oge1her eight different types of 
routines to appeal to everyone. 
Included in the show are jazz. 
tap. modern, classical ballet. 
funky jazz (80's). lyrical jazz. 
hlues and rhythms. and 
···-; musical theatre. 
'·.; Gwen Hoom. This is the first 
d,mce show to go on the main 
~1<1ge, which is exciting for all 
involved. Theresa Gregory is 
1he stage manager. and assis· 
tant is Liz Kaufman. The 
tecllnical coordinator is John 
Huntington, and Jessica Wood 
1s the $lUest choreographer. 
32nd annual BMI awards to 
Student Composers competi· 
tion will award 15,0<Xl° to young 
composers, James G. Roy Jr.. 
BMI assistant vice president. 
Concert Music Admini8tration, 
has announced. He added that 
the deadline for entering the 
1983·84 competition will be 
February 15. 1984. 
Established in 1951 in 
cooperation with music 
educators and composers. the 
awards program is sponsered 
by Broadcast Music, Inc., the 
world's largest music licensing 
organization. The contest is 
designed to encourage the 
creation of concert music by 
young composers and to aid in 
their music education through 
cash awards. Prizes ranging 
from S500 to S2,500 arc award· 
ed at the discretion of the 
judges. To date. 285 students. 
ranging in age from 8 to 25. 
have received BMI awards. 
The 1983-84 competition 1s 
The Ithacan needs people to open to students who are 
work an Advertising Layout -citizens or permanent 
nd Advertising Sales. Ex· residents of the western 
erienced preferred but not Hemisphere and who are 
ecessary. Call 274·3207 or enrolled in accredited secon· 
scrvatories or arc engaged in 
private study with recognized 
and established teachers 
anywhere in the world. Con-
testants must be under 26 
years of age on December 31. 
1983. There are no limitations 
as to instrumentation, stylistic 
consideration or length of work 
submitted. Students may enter 
no more than one composnion, 
which need not have been 
composed during the year of 
entry. Compositions, which are 
entered under pseudonyms, 
are considered by a 
preliminary panel of judges 
before going to a final panel. 
The 1983-84 competilion 
closes February 15. 1984. Of-
ficial rules and entry blanks are 
available from James G. Roy, 
Jr .. Director. BMI Awards to 
Student Composers. Broadcast 
Music. Inc .. 320 West 57th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10019. 
... to•p•b•y~thl!!!!e!l!l!ll!th!!!aiiic•aniiii.!llla--.. darv schools. colleges or con· 
,.,, ....... ,~ .... -... ,, .... , ................... , ...................... , ............ , ................. , ............ , ....... ... 
- , ~ 5th ANNIVERSARY SALE ~ 
- , i ALL BOOTS (reg. over $59) at least $10.00 OFF.~ 
~ Most women's DRESS SHOES $5.00 OFF. ~ 
- -; ALL HANDBAGS & BRIEFCASES 15 % OFF.~ 
- ~ ~ ALL JACKETS at least $25.00 OFF. ~ ~ ~ 
= Leather Express ~ 
= ~ ~ 128 The Common~ ~ 
~ ~ 
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\ 
Harvest concert ~cries at 1PM. 
Following the string orchc~tra. 
shoppers will tw entt·rtained 
hy Ithaca :\ Capella at 2PM and 
the Community School of 
Mu~ic & Mt Jazz BalHI a1 W~I. 
l'articiµaung llhc1cd Coll<·gc 
~,udent~ ln\'it<· their fellow 
students ancl tlwir lan111ics to 
Join them during :\pplc Har\'('SI 
PARENTS 
Build your equity while your child studies in the 
total privacy of this spacious 2-hcdroom con-
temporary homf'. Ovvner financing. s miles from 
Ithaca College on West Hill. For info. write H.C. 
Quick., P.O. Box 67, Brooktondale. NY 14817. 
Asking S79,000. 
' \\ 
'"Ladder~ \ 
jtt,141!QUtm " 
/18 The Commons, Ithaca. N. Y. '27:3·3151 
= Open 9:30-6:00 .. Thurs.& Fri. 'til ') p.m Open thi., ~unda~. = 
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32 THE ITHACAN 
BOMBERS WIN 
3RD STRAIGHT 
by Doug Clauson 
October 13, 1983 
. The Ithaca College Bombers 
u111ized lhdr biggesl offens1\(' 
game of the 198:l st·ason 
cnroutc to a 38-7 trouncing of 
tlw Springfield Chiefs !his past 
Saturday al Benedum Fil'ld 111 
Springfi<'ld. 
:\fter c1 Chris weiller fid<I goal 
opened 1hc scoring for the 
Bomtwrs. fullback Mike 
Mor('aU scored his first 
louch<lown of the season on a 
1wo yarcl run. \1orcau·s 
touct1down came after 
Wcillcr's sernnd field goat at-
tempi failed and Ithaca was 
awarded a first down at the 
lwo on a roughing lhc holder 
penalty. 
Jim McKinley (17) moves toward the goal against U. of R. See Soccer story below. 
Jim Butterfield 
The victory was the 
Bombers 1h1rd straigh1 this 
season ancl sixth straight over 
tt1e Chiefs. IC is now 4-1 on lhe 
season going into this Salur-
day·s contest with lhe Univer-
sity of Buffalo at home. 
"Going into lhc rnntest. our 
goal wa<; to lake it to them ear-
ly and put the pressure on 
IC FOOTBALL TRADITION 
"Whenever you play a team 
like Springfield you expert a 
1ough ball game." said llhaca 
Head Coach Jim Butterfietd. 
"They are a big, strong team. 
but our kids seem to always 
rise to the test against them." 
Ithaca started quickly, jump-
ing out to a 24--7 lead at 
halftime. 
them." said Buttcrfielcl. . by Doug Clauson 
DeLuca injured "My overriding goal as a 
IC suffered a blow in lhe se- coach is !hat our team per-
rnnd quarter when quarter- forms as well as it can each 
back Kun De Luca sustained a game and each season." says 
knee injury and had to leave Ithaca College football coach 
1he ball game. However. his Jim Butterfield. "Thal has been 
backup Steve Kass came into my concern since I started 
the contest and led the here in 1967.'' 
Bombers to two more second Since 1967, Butterfield has 
quarter scores. been able 10 achieve this goal 
Kass hit light end Craig time and again. In his 16 years 
Chiesa on a 13 yard touchdown at Ithaca College, he has 
pass. and pitched to fullback amassed .105 coaching vic-
Scolt Clements who then ran tories against only 4-8 losses. 
five yards for 1he final score of His teams have had winning 
the half. seasons in the past 13 years. 
most 1s. 1romcally, a loss. The 
effort that his players gave is 
what the coach never forgot. 
"In 1973, we had 10 travel to 
Connecticut to play Bridgeport 
University. Going into the game 
we were forced, by injuries, to 
use our fourlh string quarter-
back. who was an inexperienc-
ed freshman," explains Butter-
field. "Early in the second 
half, he was injured and we 
had to use a defensive back as 
quarlerback. Facing all of this 
adversity. the kids still led the 
~ame late in the fourth 
quarter.It wasn·1 until the final 
minutes of the game thal 
Bridgeport took the lead and 
won. As a coach. I couldn'I 
have asked for a better cffon 
from the kids. This was my 
most pleasing game ex-
perience because the kids 
played to the best of their 
abilities facing some very 
adverse conditions." 
The Bridgeport game was 
one of the very few occasions 
that Butterfield was "satisfied 
with a loss. 
see Winning p. 33 
SUNY 
TOPS 
IC "I thought we did a good job During the past eight seasons, 
moving the ball on Saturday,·· they have compiled a record of 
said Kass. "Our offensive line 70 wins and 15 losses. thP, best 
by Scott Kaye look charge of the game and overall record of any Division 
The Ithaca College women's created some great holes for Ill team in the East during this 
ITHA·CA BEA TS 
CLARKSON, 2-1 
tennis team has not had much our backs.·· period. Ithaca has competed in 
10 cheer about so far this year. Big Day for O the NCAA playoff tournament by Ivan Gottesfeld 
The only bright spot this IC enjoyed its· finest offen- five limes in the last eight The Ithaca College men's 
season came last week when sive game of the season years, an NCAA record. soccer team passed 1heir 
the Lady BOmbers swepl the against the Chiefs. The Other accomplishmenls in- greates1 test of the 1983 season 
ICAC. The Bombers, afler los- BOmbers totaled 416 yards, 306 elude an NCAA national cham- this past weekend. when they 
mg to Binghamton last week. of which came on the ground. pionship in 1979, four Lamber! traveled to the North Country 
dropped their record to 2-4. Howard Horton led the Ithaca Bowl trophies, awarded an- and defeated Clarkson and St. 
The loss to Binghamton was running allack with 83 yards. nually to the best small college Lawrence. The Bombers are 
a big letdown for both coach including a 64- yard run that set football team in the East, and now 6-1-1 on the season as they 
Carnell and the players. Ithaca up Joe Sirianni's third quarter five ECAC Division 111 "Team begin the home stretch of their 
who in lhe pa<,t malches has touchdown. Kass picked up 65 of the Year" awards. schedule. 
always played Binghamton yards on 13 carries in his Butterfield has made winning On Friday afternoon the 
very tough. either winning or longesl amount of playing itme football games commonplace Bombers survived the four 
losing 5-4-. The 9-0 loss wa<, this season. at Ithaca College. He has sue- hour bus trip and a scare from 
bolh a shock and a big disap- "You can't help but being a cessfully communicated his Clarkson. defeating them 2-1. 
pointment. "Although we lost little nervous coming off the philosophy "performing lhe Ithaca on two George Dianni 
9-0. we had four three set mat- bench." said Kass. "It was a beSI you can" to his players. first half goals had a 2-0 lead 
ches that were very close and similar situation against St. "I believe Coach Butterfield at intermission. Clarkson came 
could have gone either way," Lawrence and that helped as brings out the best in students out flying early in the second 
says camel!. "After las! week's did the field position we had by asking them to give their half, and scored a quick goal 
big victory, 1 felt 1har our when I came in (Springfield best," says Ithaca College making the score 2;. With 
players were on 1he righ1 track five yard line)... President James J. Whalen. strong play from their defense 
and were very high spirited," Defense Strong "He gives his best as a and midfield late in the game 
expressed carnell. Defensively. the Bombers dedicated. loyal, highly the Bombers were able to hold 
The Lady Bombers must enjoyed another strong con- motivated individual whom on for the victory. "II was a 
recollect themselves and get rest. IC is allowing an average you want to please. He knows very satisfying win for us," 
back on the right track. if they of 14 points a ball game, while the game of.football very well said Ithaca's coach Ray 
are to have a successful scoring an average of 25 and also knows a good bit Rost_an. "When you make that 
season that they planned on points. about people. too. I think stu- trip, you hope for two wins but 
having, and this change must "We tried to shutdown their dent athletes sense his hones- you'll be more than happy to 
come immediately. The running game on Saturday," ty, his strength, his commit- gain a split. This win really 
Bombers are loaded with said cornerback Bob Gneo. ment and his talent. They want gave us a great deal of con-
young talent that is not in- who picked off a pass on to give their best for him and fidence for the following day." 
dicative of the type of season Saturday. "When they tried to themselves." The following day the 
they are having. throw our defensive lineman Of his coaching victories, the Bombers played their best all 
George Dianm once agam pro· 
duccd all the offense needed. 
with an encore performance ol 
Friday scoring three times. His 
five goal total over two con-
secutive games set a nrw 
school record. Against St 
Lawrence the Bombers go1 
outstanding play from Malt 
Neyland and goalie Doug 
Wietzel. "Matt had the best two 
soccer games of his carec1 
here at Ithaca," said an elated 
Rostan. "Doug, on the othrr 
hand, had been injured as of 
late, and I really believe i1 
made him concentrate more. 
and perform better." Wiclzcl 
continuously thwarted St 
Lawrence's opportunities a~ 
he gained his 6th win of th<· 
year. 
The Bombers lhis week fm <· 
Elmira and Geneseo State. two 
teams they should defea1 
They're presently on " 
pedestal looking towards an 
I.C.A.C. championship and 
N.C.A.A. bid. The only thing 
that could knock them off 
woul9 be our confidence, a let-
do\rn. "I don't think that will 
happen," said Rostan. "ThL'> i.'> 
the best group of guys rw 
ever coached." 
see '.tennis n. 33 see Bombers p. 33 game B~ttei:tie)? remembers around !lame of the season. 
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WINNING FOOTBALL TRADITION 
continued from p. 32 
· '\\'inning is important in 
.inything you do." says 13uttcr-
frcl<I. "However. I try to tell the 
~1<1.., thilt the att<:>mpt to win is 
,norc important than the end 
w..,ult of winning. If the kid~ <lid 
t·\·crything they could to win a 
g,Hll<', the loss hecomcs 
..,crnnclary." 
tild was gcan·d towarct 
winning.·· 
thus1asm throughout ttw cnuw In the small ( oll<'}l<' rn,11 l1i11g 
campus rnrnmunity. Buller- c·n\·ironrn<'nl \\'ht·r<· rn.in~ 
fwld ne<lit~ this cnthusiasm ,L<, rnadws try 10 mm·<· on to Di\'1-
lwing part of hi!> t<·ams· Sll( - !->1011 I srhool!-> tor linc11H·1.il or 
<·t·ss f)\'('r tlw year~. pw~uw· wc1!->orb. 11u11crfi!'ld is 
".\ big Wd.½On for our !->Un <·ss rnnt<'nt to st<1y 111 ltlldcd. 
y<·ar afwr )Tar has IH'<'n thc "I don·, think I ( .in rmpro\'(' 
<·xccllcnt !Jacking we· rccc,v<· upon what I'm ctomg right 
from <'\"<•ryone at the rollcgc," now." says Bu1tnf1cl1t. "l loV<· 
sc1ys Butterfl<'ld. "Farulty. llha!'a am! so doc~ my family. 
staff. stud(·nts ,rnd act- I hav<· all th<' pn·stig<' I want 
ministrators ha\'(· <111 given u~ right twrc ... 
savs President Whalen. "If 
1l1111gs go wrong he works to 
11nd a solution. I remember 
.ii lt'rnoons when we lost a 
10011>all game and his greatest 
desire was to get back to the 
dr<1wing board. look at the 
f1hrn, and evaluate what he had 
done. I-le wanted to sec how 
IH' roulcl do better. Jim Butter-
fit'l<I has the strength to put ~ct-
l>acks away very quickly and 
go on to the next task." 
"llis drivt> to win b 
unl>elwvable," says K,·,·in 
111111. ,l senior wicle rccci\'er. 
"II w<· lose a game. he feels he 
11,1.., lost. Losing just makes 
hrrn try harder." 
Losing is part of the game. 
\', !->onwone once said. "You 
t ,ui't win'cm all." However 
\l'h,11 sq1,uatcs a los111g warn 
![(Jill .i winning team is tlw 
\1,1\ tllcy deal with <l<'leat. But-
wrllt'ld Ila!-> taught hrs players 
1111\1 10 < onw l>ad, lrom d!'lc.it. 
llt'low tlw nation.ii cham-
p11rnsl11p season ol 1979, 
111mt·r1wl<I- t·o<1dw<I 1<·an1s suf-
t1·wd <,t·tl>,H·ks 111 ill<' JD7.J. ,md 
t'l7i \C.\:\ D1\'is1011 Ill cham-
p1on..,l11p g,mH'S. \\'ll<·n his 
11·.rrn \\<l_.., grn·n tlw opportuni-
11 Ii) II Ill ill(' Jl(i(- ill 1979, th('\' 
11t'I(' 1101 gorng to lw ctenwd 
,1gi1111 
"(,orng into tll<' plc1yol1s that 
1 t·.11 \\'(' lmcl one t11111g on our 
111\iHI--\\ llllling," Sd\'!-, Butt<·r-
lll'ld, "\fr 1rcat<·ct cach game 
i1.., i1 l>usincs~ trip. \\'c wcrc 
1l11nking about football and 
no1h111g else. Everytllin~ we 
What was characteri~tw of 
the 1979 team and all of Butt<·r-
fielcl'stcam~ was the alJ11ity of 
the players to pull together as 
a t<·arn in order to reach the 
common goal of winning. Hc 
believes in <"·!al>lishing what 
he call~ a "football family." In 
Butterfield's footbaH farrnly. 
players. coaches and other!-> 
work together to reach th(' 
common goal of winning. 
"No one player can do it 
alone." says Butterfield. "In 
our family concept. no one per-
son is. more important than the 
next. We are all involved for 
the same reason-- winning ... 
Ithaca's success in football 
during Butterfield ·s coaching 
career has instilled an en-
a tremendous amount of 
support." 
.Jim Buttcrfielcl has tJccn in-
volved in coaching for a total 
of 30 years. He credits his lov<' 
for coaching as his mouvator. 
"I can't S<'<' myself as doing 
anything hut rnaching." says 
Butterfield. "I feel sorry for 
those who don't coach. It's th(· 
most exciting job there is." 
/Tf/ACA FOOTBALL 
H/Gf/L/GHTS 
~
*National Champions /979 
*Lamberr Bowl Winners -4 
times 
*£CA C Team of the Year -5 
times 
*Division Ill Finalists -4 
times 
Coa< I, )1111 Buttcr/w/tl t\ hcH,tt'd hi h1, 1,fc11 er, ul!<'r rhe !lflnthcn" /4-/0 1, m,n ,,, JI ·,ucnhcrl! 111 tlw /')"'<) f 1110, ·I lu11:n .\tai,:i: /Jo\\ I Thi· 11111 i:u1 t' /1ha, a 
11, /inl nann,wl nt!t' a/tct /1nn/1111g \c'1 und tfl /f./7-1 and /1)75 
BOMBERS 
continued from p. 32 
applied excellent pressure." 
f'he Bomber defense will he 
t<·sted this Saturday as the high 
scorrng University of Buffalo 
Bulls come to south Hill. The 
Bulls arc led by quarterback 
~t<1rty Barrett. touted as one of 
lhl' best quarterbacks in Divi-
,ion Ill. "He's a good quarter-
b<1ck. but I'm not sure how 
il1Ul'h he's been pressured this 
1·<·c1r," said IC Co-Captain and 
lrnebacker Dave Stone. "Our 
frontage people are going to 
put pressure on him this week. 
you can count 011 that." 
TENNIS 
continued from p. 32 
Coach Carnell hopes that 
they can start playing the way 
that they are capable before 
the season comes to a close. 
Upcoming matches are against 
Cortland and a tournament. 
BOMBER BLASTS: OeLuca·s 
status is unknown at this 
writing. Chances are he will not 
see action this Saturday ... 
Sophomore free safety Kevin 
Farrell intercepted two passes 
on Saturday, returning one 16 
yards for a touch<lown ... Ex-
pected to return to action this 
week is senior Defens1v(· 
Tackle Dave Trojanski. Trojan-
ski has been out the past three 
weeks with ~fl ankle injury ... 
Saturday's game will he broad-
cast at 8:00 PM on WICB-T\' 
channel n ... 
both scheduled for next week. 
Carnell and all the team ·s sup-
porters hope that they can ral-
ly back to the road to victory. 
which they arc well capable of 
doing. 
Football At Its Best 
e, GRIDIRON REPORT 9 
·~ 
With Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 10:00pm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Printer's 
Gallery, Dryden Specialty Trophy, Pudgles Pizza, J. 
Goulds College Outfitters, Ithaca Composition 
Graphics, The Ithacan, The Ithaca Times, 
Cullen's Sporting Goods, Bausch & Lomb. 
• \ t \ I 1 , , ~ ' JI 
14 1111·. 11 lll\L-\N 
O<"lohcr 13. l!JH 1 
COLLEGE PICK OFF 
Doug Kurt Jim Steve Seth Mike Uennis Ivan Gary Bucci 
Ithaca vs Buffalo IC IC IC IC 
Cornell vs Brown C B C B 
Syracuse vs Penn State PS PS PS PS 
Columbia vs Yale y y y y 
Colgate vs Rutgers Col Col Col R 
Florida State vs Cincinnati FSU FSU FSU FSU 
St. Lawrence vs Norwich N SLU SLU N 
Ohio State vs Illinois osu osu osu osu 
Arizona vs USC ASU ASU USC ASU 
Georgia vs Vanderbilt G G G G 
Each week campus sports media experts Doug Clauson, Kurt Smutko, Jim Connors, 
Steve Mayer, Seth Fenton, Dennis Read, Mike Catalana, and Ivan Gottesfeld test their 
wits in predicting top college football games. 
IC SWEEPS PAIR, 
SPRING OUTLOOK BRIGHT 
by Sue Steiger Canjemi each cracked 
The Ithaca College Bombers homeruns to give Ithaca their 
finished out their fall baseball 9 runs. 
season on a positive note. In the nightcap. DiPonzio 
sweeping a <ioubleheader from kept the LeMoyne hitters in 
LeMoyne. 9-4 and 5·2. IC check. allowing only 5 hits 
received complete games from while giving up only I earned 
veteran pitchers Chris Rauth run. 
and Rorky DiPonzio Barone and Canjemi once 
respectively. again hit homeruns to help 
"We approached these pace IC's offense. In the top of 
games with a very positive at- the seventh. Duncan Mac-
titude," said Coach George Donald hit a sacrifice fly to 
\'alesente. "We had the abili- score Greg Egan for the go 
ty to bear down in a tight situa- ahead run. 
tion and to make the right dcci- The Bombers finLc;hed the fall 
sions when necessary." season with a 17-5 record. 
Rauth allowed only 8 hits "We were pleased that we 
and struck out 6 LeMoyne bat- were able to play 22 games.·· 
ters. while giving up only 4 said Coach Valesente. "It gave 
earned runs. our coaching staff a chance to 
The offense was paced by properly evaluate our veterans 
the long ball. Tim Barone. Greg and all our younger players." 
Egan. John Cole and Jamie "Overall we had a pretty 
good season," said Tim 
Barone. "We have a lot of 
outstanding talent in our young 
players. which will push our 
veterans to play harder." 
The veterans on the team 
provided a strong role model 
showing a lot of enthusiasm 
and the same desire to win as 
last year. 
"Everyone on the team con-
tributed fairly well. We made 
our mental mistakes which 
need to be ironed out in order 
to be more competitive in the 
spring " !>aid pitcher Doug 
LuKe. 
overall. the players 
themselves felt they all had a 
successful fall season and are 
looking forward to a better 
spring season. 
"The team is enthusiastic 
towards baseball and is in-
----------------------~ terested in playing to win," 
c·u TOPS IC 
by JoJo Rubacb connected on a 20 meter 
The Ithaca College Lonestar penalty kick. Cornell scored 
Rugby Club lost its second with abouts minutes left in the 
game of the season to COrnell half and had a 6-3 halftime 
on Saturday by the score of lead. In the second half Cornell 
22-3. The loss which drops the began to use their size and ex-
Lonestar's record to 1-2-1 was perience and ran up the score. 
an especially tough one Losing a physically fought 
because they lost the services battle like this is never as bad 
of fullback Bill Ryan. Ryan suf- as losing a game on mental er-
fered three broken ribs and a rors, and according to co-
broken nose in the very captain Michael Lincoln, "The 
physical contest. Lonestars are ready .to 'slay· 
The Lonestars who the Cortland State Red 
dominated the first half got on Dragons." 
the board first when Bill R an 
said Greg Egan. "We have a 
self-motivating team and with 
that, we hope to carry on a 
winning tradition.·· 
The team will continue to 
work out over the winter, and 
they are looking forward to 
their Spring trip to Florida. Dur-
ing this time, they will work on 
becoming a more confident. 
aggressive and intelligent ball 
club. 
As team member John Cole 
said, "with a total team effort. 
we're unlimited--we could go 
anywhere." 
Bomber second baseman Dove 
Murray goes for a spot on the Olym-
pic Boseba/1 team on October 22nd 
'BOMBERS FOOTBALL 
WICB-TV, CHANNEL 13 
Ithaca vs. Buffalo 
Saturday October 15th 8:00 PM 
with Kurt Smutko, Steve Mayer, Mike Catalana 
. ' 
' ' . ~ l I , •, • • , 
IC 
C 
PS 
y 
Col 
FSU 
N 
osu 
use 
G 
IC IC 
B B 
PS PS 
y y 
Col Col 
FSU FSU 
N SLU 
osu Ill 
USC ASU 
G G 
This week's celebrity 
picker: Gary Bucci 
IC IC 
B B 
PS PS 
C y 
R C 
J<'SU FSU 
SLU N 
osu osu 
USC use 
G G 
Last week's Results STANDINGS 
Mike 9-/ 
Kurt 8-2 
Doug 7-3 
Seth 7-3 
Steve 6-4 
Jim 6-4 
Ivan 6-4 
Dennis 6-4 
Mike 38-12 
Doug 36-14 
Seth 36-14 
Ivan 34-16 
Steve 34-16 
Jim 34-16 
Dennis 34--16 
Kurt 34-16 
NCAA DIVISION Ill RANKINGS 
I. Augustana College 
2. Carnegie-Mellon 
3. Hofstra 
4. Wartburg 
5. Salisbury State 
6 Mount Union 
7. St. Johns 
8. Wisconsin-LaCrosse 
9. Case Reserve 
10 Union 
I I. Milsap 
12. Lycoming 
13. Wisconsin-River Falls 
I 4. Wittenburg 
15. St. Lawrence 
Others receiving votes· 
Ithaca, Norwich 
FALL SCOREBOARD 
VARSITY FOOTBALL IC 3 8 Springfield 7 
FIELD HOCKEY IC 3 Ohio State 0 
WOMENS SOCCER IC 2 St. Lawrence 0 
MENS SOCCER /C 2 Clarkson 0 
FALL BASEBALL IC 9 LeMoyne 5 
IC 4 LeMoyne 2 
WOMENS TENNIS Suny Bing. 9 IC 0 
MENS X COUNTRY IC 27 Hartwick 32 
WOMENS X COUNTRY Hartwick 36 IC 24 
SPORTSRAP 
- Notional and local sports coverage 
- Commentary 
- Special Guests on SP~TSLINE 
Sunday evenings 6:00 pm 
on THE SPORTS STATION WVIC 
6 I AM, I 06 FM Coble 
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VOLLEYBALL ACTION 
., 
,# 
IC HOSTS 
BASKETBALL 
CLINIC 
t:ounesy of Sports Information 
llhaca. NY--llhaca College 
will host a basketball clinic for 
all lugll school coaches and 
pli1ycTS on ~unday, Nov. 13, at 
2 p.111. in the Ben Light 
Ciyrnnasiurn. 
i'h!' clinic will be conducted 
by l1haca head Coach Torn 
Bai-Pr. his staff and the 
llornlwr basketball team. The 
thn1r ,s open to all coaches 
ancl players and there is no 
COS!. 
"There are a great number of 
high school coaches and 
players in the area that we 
hope will share an afternoon of 
basketball with us." Baker 
,a1ct. ··11·s a great way to 
kickoff the high school season 
anll 10 bring all the area's 
coarlws and players together. 
"I feel ii is important for us 
lo help the local high schools 
in any way we can," Baker 
con1inuect. "Hopefully. this is a 
;i·i1y we can improve the 
basket hall in this area." 
Thp rlinic will feature lec-
lure~ on progressive man-to-
man and zone defensive drills. 
the motion game out of multi-
ple ~ers, proper shooting 
lechnique. fastbreal< basket-
~lilll, and what colleges look for 
111 stuctent-athletes. 
A scrimage by the Ithaca Col-
lege team will conclude the 
clinic and there will be an op--
ortunity for high school 
oaches and players to meet 
he Ithaca College staff and 
layers followin.it the clinic. 
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I Not just what you " 
need, but just 
what you want 
MOL!ONg 
BEER•ALE 
GOLDEN 
6 PK. $J99 
12 oz. -
Plus Dep. 
'='~ - :.·. 
heluva good 
SHRECOEO 
MOZZARELLA OR 
CHEOCAR 
CHEESE 
PERRY'S DELUXE 
• ice cream 
A_LL _FLAVORS s1 89 e ~ t,.,fi ~- . 
.&.--~~E SLIGEO 
•BACON 
1 POUNO 
$1.79 
Do·lly Madison 
snack pies 
All FLAVORS 
~~- 3tor$1 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
'TIL MIDNIGHT 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
'TIL MIDNIGHT 
PRICES IN EFFECT OCTOBER 7 THRU OCTOBER 19 
When you visit your neighborhood Convenient Food Mart store you make the 
most of your shopping time. Wo offer greet selection - with over 4000 
nome-brond items - end quick. efficient service. You're eblo to locate your 
11ems quickly ond cosily while knowing 1h01 courteous personnel ore on hand 
to ossost you et all times. Stop into o Convon,ont Food Mort store end you'll 
make shopping woth us o hobitl 
boarshead 
SOLOGNA 
FRESH SLICEO 
MINUTE 
RICE 
. 
609 W. CLINTON 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
272-3822 
AMERICAN 
CHEESE 
WHITE OR GOLOREO 
ScotL 
bathroom 
tissue 
r...1s1NGLE 
~-- ROLL 
WF. l!ESF.1!\'f. TIIF. RIGHT TO Ll\11, Ql ,\:O.TITIES .,.,u < ORRtX1" PR•· 'u FRRORS 
' ~ - . 
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